Learning from the construction site: an epistemological investigation of stonemasons and architects in action by Kendir, E
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1.1 Ways of Making / Ways of Knowing 
Figure 1. Bathroom ceiling from Dolmabahçe Palace, Istanbul, 2006. 26F  
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Figure 2. Thomas Jefferson Scribner, lumberjack, unionist, and 
master musical saw player, circa 1960. 35F37 
Figure 3. Carpentry tools from 
Diderot & D’Alembert’s 
Encyclopédie.36F38 
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1.2 Theories of Design Thinking in Architecture 
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1.3 Feedback Loops in Design: Perception, Cognition, Translation 
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Figure 4. Construction drawings of the Torqued 
Ellipses, Richard Serra, 1997.  
Figure 5. Installation of one of the Torqued 
Ellipses in New York, 1998.74  
71F
                                                 
1.4 Dynamics of Epistemic Environments 
Figure 6. View from the office of Steven Holl Architects with site models on the windowsill against a 
New York backdrop.72F  
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Figure 7. Diagram by Kieran and Timberlake showing Filippo Brunelleschi as a combination of 
architect, builder, product engineer, and materials scientist. 108F112 
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2.1 Architecture and Craft: An Overview of Associations 
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2.2 From Master Builder to Architect: A Genealogy of Roles 
Figure 8. Statue of Filippo Brunelleschi looking 
at his dome, Florence.129F  
Figure 9. Renzo Piano in his workshop.130F134 
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2.3 From Stereotomy to File-to-Factory: Engaging with the 
Construction Site  
Figure 10. Diagram of the first 7 of 11 successive operations in Girard Desargues's universal method 
for stonecutting, drawn by Robin Evans. 151F156 
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Figure 11. Louis I. Kahn puts his signature on a 
sample cycloid vault for The Kimbell Art Museum, 
1970.157F  
Figure 12. Editorial entitled “How to Make Money” 
in the September 1935 edition of Architectural 
Design and Construction. 
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Figure 13. Site construction techniques, Le 
Corbusier, Chandigarh, 1952-6.166 
Figure 14. Construction of a brick wall by a robot 
hand, Tobias Bonwetsch, Daniel Kobel, Fabio 
Gramazio and Matthias Kohler, Zurich, 2006.167 
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2.4 Situated Craft: Learning from the Vernacular 
Figure 15. Lumberjacks transporting logs from the inaccessible Kiso mountains for the fifty-seventh 
renewal of Ise shrine, circa 1909, Ise, Japan.173 
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Figure 16. Page 18 from 13th century architect 
Villard de Honnecourt showing the plan of a 
tower at Laon Cathedral and detail of a turret.183 
Figure 17. Sketch of a tile in the Valide Mosque 
in Istanbul by Le Corbusier, from his travel diary, 
Journey to the East, 1911.184 
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 Selecting Cases 
 
Figure 18. Edward Burtynsky, Iberia Quarries # 14, Mármol Rojo Alicante, La Romaneta de Monovar, 
Alicante, Spain, 2006.187F197 
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Selecting Respondents 
                                                 
 Figure 19. Map of the first set of interviews with traditional stonemasons.201 
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 Figure 20. Map of the second set of interviews with practising architects.205 
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Characteristics of Research Participants 
Figure 21. Young girls learning stonecutting, south-eastern Anatolia, Mardin, 2010. 200F209 
201F
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Table 1. List of stonemason interviews. 
NAME TYPE LOCATION DATE 
Ali Onur rural Çanakkale - Adatepe 23/12/2006 
Mustafa Tümay rural Çanakkale - Assos 24/12/2006 
Mehmet Özkavak urban -diversified Kayseri 13/02/2007 
Ahmet Özkavak urban -diversified Kayseri 13/02/2007 
Yusuf Kıdır urban -diversified Mardin 16/02/2007 
Halis Göksu urban -diversified Mardin 17/02/2007 
Elias Yaşlı urban -specialised Mardin 18/02/2007 
Davud Çetin rural -specialised Midyat 18/02/2007 
Ramazan Güdüloğlu urban -specialised Istanbul 23/02/2007 
Mehmet Özcan urban -specialised Istanbul 23/02/2007 
Mehmet Talı urban -specialised Istanbul 26/02/2007 
Selim Özdemir urban -specialised Istanbul 26/02/2007 
 
Table 2. List of architect interviews 202F211  
NAME TYPE LOCATION DATE 
Mark Burry institutional practitioner - FT academic 
Barcelona / 
Melbourne 09/11/2007 
Antonì Caminal i Homar institutional practitioner-technical Barcelona  20/02/2008 
Mehmet Kütükçüoğlu 
independent practitioner - PT 
academic Istanbul 24/02/2008 
Burçin Altınsay institutional practitioner-heritage Istanbul 25/02/2008 
Han Tümertekin 
independent practitioner - PT 
academic Istanbul 26/02/2008 
Bruce Allen independent practitioner - heritage  Melbourne  30/05/2008 
Thomas Daniell 
institutional practitioner - PT 
academic 
Kyoto / 
Melbourne 08/06/2008 
Tim Schork203F
212
 
independent practitioner - PT 
academic Melbourne 12/09/2008 
Paul Minifie 
independent practitioner - PT 
academic Melbourne 04/02/2009 
Alexis Şanal 
independent practitioner - PT 
academic Istanbul 24/05/2011 
Murat Şanal 
independent practitioner-construction 
manager Istanbul 24/05/2011 
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Introducing the Field 
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 Figure 22. Portraits from stonemason interviews, Turkey, 2006-2007.246F255 
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 Figure 23. Stonemason working, Assos, western Anatolia, 2006. 250F259 
 
 
 
Figure 24. Female stonecutter working, Assos, western Anatolia, 2006. 251F260 
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Figure 25. Miniature drawing of the procession of the architects' guild carrying a mosque model in 
the circumcision ceremony of Şehzade Mehmet, 1582. 258F267 
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4.1 In the Workshop: “The Taste of Stone” 
Figure 26. Cardboard templates for the 
ornamental tracery work at the stonemasonry 
workshop in Dolmabahçe Palace, Istanbul, 2007. 267F276 
Figure 27. Stonemason Ramazan Güdüloğlu 
finishing ornamental tracery of a balustrade for 
Dolmabahçe Palace, Istanbul, 2007. 268F277 
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Table 3. Corporeal metaphors used by Turkish stonemasons when they talk about buildings.283F
Nouns Adjectives Verbs 
Dirsek/ elbow (for corner 
connections) 
Yüz / Face (same as in English) 
Damar/ vein (for grains of stones) 
Hayat / life (for buildings and stones) 
Ayak/ feet (for foundations) 
Bilezik / bracelet (for a transition 
element used in minarets) 
 
Sakat/ lame (for a 
building) 
Çürük / rotten (for 
foundations) 
Ham/ unripe (for stones) 
 
Ayaktadurmak / stand (on its feet) 
Yaslanmak /lean (same as in English) 
 (Kubbeyi) büzmek/squeeze (a dome) 
Devirmek /topple (a surface) 
Ameliyat etmek / lit. to operate on 
(term normally reserved for medical 
operations in Turkish, but the 
stonemason used it when talking 
about the repair of an old building) 
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In Situ: Recipes for Making Buildings 
296F
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Figure 28. Master stonemason Yusuf Kıdır explaining construction details, Mardin, 2007. 297F306 
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Figure 29. Scenes from Davud Çetin's workshop, Midyat, 2007. 299F308 
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Figure 30. Stonemason templates from Midyat, Southeastern Anatolia, 2007. 302F311 
 
 
Figure 31. Stonemason Yusuf Kıdır working on Mardin limestone, 2007. 303F312 
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Figure 32. Stonemason brothers Ahmet and Mehmet Özkavak posing under the minaret they built, 
Kayseri, 2007308F317. 
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Figure 33. Master stonemason Yusuf Kıdır drawing a sketch to show how to construct an Ottoman 
arch to the researcher, Mardin, 2007. 316F325 
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Figure 34. Retired stonemason Selim 
Özdemir showing examples of his work, 
Istanbul, 2007.322F331 
Figure 35. Retired stonemason Elias Yaşlı with younger 
stonemason Halis Göksu, talking about stonemasonry 
details in the Syriac Church, Mort Şmuni in Mardin, 
2007323F332. 
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Beyond the Workshop: The City as a Laboratory 
Figure 36. The Great Mosque in Mardin, 2007.327F336 Figure 37. The Great Mosque from the 
southwest showing ribbed domes of the minaret, 
sanctuary dome and qibla wall buttresses, 
Mardin, 1984.328F337 
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Figure 38. Older stonemason with his former 
apprentice discussing construction details, 
Mardin, 2006.331F340 
Figure 39. Author interviewing her former 
design tutor architect Steven Holl, Istanbul 
2003.332F341 
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Figure 40. Practice map of Mustafa Tümay, a rural stonemason from Assos, Western Anatolia. 336F345 
 
 
 
 
Figure 41. Practice map of Mehmet Özkavak, a specialised urban stonemason/ minaret builder from 
Kayseri, Central Anatolia. 337F346 
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Learning by (Un)doing: Strategies of knowledge transfer 
Figure 42. A pantograph used by stonemasons for replicating missing stones at Sagalassos 
archaeological site, Antalya, Turkey, 2006. 338F347 
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“The Eternal Site” 349F  
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Figure 43. Interior from Teğet Architecture, showing the main workspace with the office bar to the 
far right of the picture, 2014. 356F365 
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Office Hours 
Figure 44. Snapshot from Sanal Architects 
showing samples for a façade propped up against 
the wall on the office entrance, 2011.362F371 
Figure 45. Snapshot from Burçin Altınsay 
Özgüner’s office showing hard hats along with 
site surveying equipment, 2008.363F372 
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On-Site / Off-Site 
Figure 46. Superposed practice maps of architect respondents: 1. Paul Minifie; 2. AntoniCaminal; 3. 
Tom Daniell; 4. Burçin Altınsay Özgüner; 5. Mehmet Kütükçüoğlu; 6. Alexis Şanal; 7. Han Tümertekin; 
8. Bruce Allen; and 9. Mark Burry.379F389 
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Models, Mock-ups, Rehearsals 
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 The Mediated Site 

Figure 47. Former Architect Director and 
Coordinator for the Sagrada Família Basilica Jordi 
Bonet i Armengol explaining construction details
at the SFB building site, Barcelona, 2006.394F405 
Figure 48. Melbourne architects Sir Osborn 
McCutcheon and Mr. A. F. Salman with an 
unknown man in front of Collins Place 
building site, Melbourne, 1973.395F406 
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Figure 49. Building site of the Expiatory Church of the Sagrada Família, Barcelona, 2008.399F410 
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Figure 50. Gaudí's studio in the Expiatory Church of the Sagrada Família, Barcelona, circa 1920.412F423 
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Figure 51. Diagram based on a panoramic interior view of LSF design office, February 2008.417F429 
                                                 
 
Table 4. Notes from a design meeting at the Sagrada Família Design Office, Barcelona, 2008. 
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Figure 52. Framed photograph showing Gaudí's only surviving sketch of the Passion facade that Jordi 
Faulí is showing in Scene 4. 420F432 
                                                 
Figure 53. Double page spread from the exhibition catalogue Gaudí Unseen which Mark is showing to 
Jane in Scene 5. 
Figure 54. Block of granite at the Granits Barbany stoneyard, Barcelona, 2010. 421F433 
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Figure 55. 2 years later, Jordi Bonet, Jordi Faulí and Antoni Caminal examining the stone columns 
fabricated at Jordi Barbany's workshop, Granits Barbany, Barcelona, 2010.426F438 
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The Loci of Innovation 
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Enabling Collaboration 
Figure 56. Young stonemason Halis Göksu 
explaining groin vault construction on an 
axonometric sketch, Mardin, 2007. 440F452 
Figure 57. Technical architect Antoni Caminal 
explaining the construction of columns in the 
principal nave of the Sagrada Família, 
Barcelona, 2008.441F453 
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 "Creating the Collective Mind" 
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 The Site under Construction 
Figure 58. Full scale mock-up of finials tested 
on the Passion Façade at the construction site of 
the Sagrada Famìlia, Barcelona, 2008.456F468 
Figure 59. Recently completed minaret in the 
construction site of Evliyalar Mosque, Kayseri, 
2007.457F469 
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Epilogue: "House with a Thousand Stones"470F  
Figure 60. House from Çomakdağ, an inland 
Aegean mountain village, with stones piled up 
in front to build an extension, 2011. 471F483 
Figure 61. Landscape of Çomakdağ with surface 
rocks used in the construction of the traditional 
village houses, 2012.472F484 
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Figure 62. Diagram showing the initial artefact, its digital model, and plaster print, 2008.
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RMIT HUMAN RESEARCH ETHICS COMMITTEE 
Prescribed Consent Form For Persons Participating In Research Projects Involving 
Interviews, Questionnaires, Focus Groups or Disclosure of Personal Information 
 
PORTFOLIO OF Design and Social Context 
SCHOOL/CENTRE OF Spatial Information Architecture Laboratory 
Name of participant:  
Project Title: Genealogies of Craft in Architecture: Learning from the Construction Site 
  
Name(s) of investigators:        
(1) 
Elif Kendir Phone: 0B+61 3 9925 9985 office 
(2)  Phone: 1B+61 3 406 874 288 gsm 
 
1. I have received a statement explaining the interview/questionnaire involved in this project. 
2. I consent to participate in the above project, the particulars of which - including details of 
the interviews or questionnaires - have been explained to me. 
3. I authorise the investigator or his or her assistant to interview me or administer a 
questionnaire. 
4. I give my permission to be audio taped     Yes   No 
5. I give my permission for my name or identity to be used  Yes   No 
6. I acknowledge that: 
 
(a) Having read the Plain Language Statement, I agree to the general purpose, 
methods and demands of the study. 
(b) I have been informed that I am free to withdraw from the project at any time and 
to withdraw any unprocessed data previously supplied. 
(c) The project is for the purpose of research and/or teaching. It may not be of direct 
benefit to me. 
(d) The privacy of the information I provide will be safeguarded.  However should 
 information of a private nature need to be disclosed for moral, clinical or legal 
reasons, I will be given an opportunity to negotiate the terms of this disclosure. 
(e) The security of the research data is assured during and after completion of the 
study.  The data collected during the study may be published, and a report of the 
project outcomes will be provided to_____________(researcher to specify).   Any 
information which may be used to identify me will not be used unless I have given 
my permission (see point 5). 
 
Participant’s Consent 
 
Name:  Date:  
(Participant) 
 
 
Name:  Date:  
(Witness to signature) 
 
Participants should be given a photocopy of this consent form after it has been signed. 
:  
RMIT University 
Design and Social Context Portfolio 
School of Architecture and Design 
 
Plain Language Statement to be used in a research project involving 
human participation 
 
 
Dear Mr./ Ms. …………. 
 
My name is Elif Kendir. I am a PhD candidate studying at RMIT University, 
Melbourne. 
 
This study is being undertaken as part of a PhD by Thesis degree through the 
Spatial Information Architecture Laboratory in the School of Architecture and 
Design. My research is being supervised by Professor Mark Burry who is the 
Professor of Innovation at the Spatial Information Architecture. 
 
I am investigating the impact of craft in architecture, and how present 
practitioners use materials in their design process. The title of my research is 
“Genealogies of Craft in Architecture: Learning from the Construction 
Site”.  
 
The research addresses the nature of architectural knowledge, and 
investigates how knowledge is produced through practice. It regards material 
knowledge preserved within craft traditions as a potential source of 
architectural innovation that might be activated with the help of information 
technologies. It references such areas as sustainable technologies, history of 
architectural construction methods and computer aided design and fabrication. 
 
I would like to invite you to become involved as a participant in this research 
project.  
 
This information sheet describes the project in straightforward language, or 
‘plain English’. Please read this sheet carefully and be confident that you 
understand its contents before deciding whether to participate.  
 
Aim/s and brief background 
The research questions whether crafts practices can still act as repositories of 
architectural knowledge. The conducted study fits into the growing research 
field of computer aided architectural fabrication, and aims to complement 
existing studies by providing a historical and ethnographic outlook. It is being 
conducted to find better ways to reintegrate material knowledge into the 
architectural design practice. 
 
Why you have been approached 
In order to test the theoretical propositions of the research, I will be conducting 
interviews with a range of designers and craftspeople. In total, I am planning to 
interview 5-10 designers and 5-10 craftsmen. You have been approached to 
participate in this research because of your expertise in your field. 
 
What is expected of you and how long it will take 
If you agree to participate, you will be required to answer questions about your 
expertise during a 40-60 minute interview (please find the draft attached). The 
interview will be taped, and your work environment will be photographed. 
 
I will collate the data collected from the questionnaires to use in my PhD. The 
collected information can also be used in articles and conference papers. 
 
What happens if you withdraw 
If you withdraw from the project at any time I will destroy any unprocessed data 
relating to your involvement. 
 
 
 
Possible Risks and Benefits 
There are no perceived risks outside your day-to-day activities. There is also 
no instant benefit for the participant, however, it is hoped that the research will 
help to improve the utilisation of appropriate materials and sustainable 
technologies in the practice of architecture. 
 
Privacy and Disclosure of Information 
Your participation in the study may be taped, photographed or videoed and this 
footage might be used in a presentation or exhibition environment. These 
records will be kept for 5 years in SIAL server, in a folder where only the 
researcher and her supervisor will have access to. As a participant, you will 
have access to the information collected from you at any time that you deem 
necessary. 
 
Neither of these steps will be undertaken without your full, written consent. 
Please note, participation in this study is entirely voluntary. 
 
For further information please don’t hesitate to contact me through e-mail 
[elif.kendir@student.rmit.edu.au] or by phone on +61(0)406 874 288; or my 
supervisor Prof. Mark Burry on +61 (0) 3 9925 3520. 
 
Kind regards 
Elif Kendir 
 
 
PhD Candidate 
Spatial Information Architecture Laboratory 
School of Architecture and Design 
RMIT University 
Ph: +61(0)406 874 288 
[e]: elif.kendir@student.rmit.edu.au 
 
 
Any complaints about your participation in this project may be directed to the Secretary, 
RMIT Human Research Ethics Committee, University Secretariat, RMIT, GPO Box 2476V, 
Melbourne, 3001.  The telephone number is (03) 9925 1745.   
Details of the complaints procedure are available from: www.rmit.edu.au/council/hrec  
:  
 
 
GUIDELINES for INTERVIEW type A: [STONEMASONS] 
 
Information on the Participant: 
How long have you been practising your trade? 
How and where did you learn it? 
Describe your working environment. 
 
Project Specifics: 
What kind of projects have you worked on in the last 5 years? 
What kind of areas are they located in (ie. Urban, rural, metropolitan…)? 
Has there been any institutional context for the projects that you have undertaken?  
 
Collaborators: 
Who are the collaborators in your projects? 
Who is your primary contact during the construction process? 
 
Materials: 
What affects your choice of the materials? 
How do you select the appropriate type of stone for a project? 
 
Process: 
Describe the process of a stone construction step by step.  
How do you translate a design into the built form? Do you use drawings, mock-ups, models…? 
 
Technology: 
Describe your set of tools. 
Do you follow the latest technology in your field? 
 
Further Comments: 
What would be a challenging project for you that you would want to get involved in? Why? 
What do you think about the present state of stonemasonry? 
  
 
 
 
GUIDELINES for INTERVIEW type B: [ARCHITECTS] 
 
Information on the Participant:  
Please describe your professional background and your current position. (ie. qualifications and job 
description) 
 
How would you define your area of expertise? 
 
Describe your working environment. (ie. on-site, office based… etc) 
 
Project Specifics:  
What kind of projects have you worked on in the last 10 years?  
 
How long have you been involved in your current  project?  
What, if any, is the impact of the local building culture on this project? 
What, if any, is the impact of this project  on the local building culture? 
How would you describe the impact of this project on your design approach? 
 
Collaborators:  
Who are your collaborators in the  projects that you have been involved in?  
 
Has the profile of collaborators changed over the past years? How? 
 
Has there been a cross-pollination between the skills and/or approaches between different actors in 
the design/construction process? 
 
Materials:  
What kind of factors and considerations are involved in the selection of materials during the design 
process? (eg. Structural concerns, local availability, symbolic aspects, longevity… etc) 
 
How do these material choices evolve during the construction process? 
 
What are your observations on the use of stone in contemporary  projects?  
 
Process:  
What were your observations on the construction sites  of the projects you were involved in? (ie. are 
they sites of conservation? Are they  sites of invention? …) 
  
Are the skills developed during the construction of your projects transferable? 
 
 Have the construction sites of your projects  evolved over the past years? How? 
 
Technology:  
Describe your set of tools. (ie. What type of instruments do you use in your design process? Which 
instruments are becoming more prevalent? Which instruments are becoming redundant?...) 
 
Do you follow the latest technology in your field? Does state of art technology in your field influence 
your design approach? How? 
 
Further Comments:  
What is the biggest challenge in your current position? 
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Interview Summaries | Stonemasons | ISTANBUL| Selim Özdemir, *1932 
P
a
rt
ic
ip
a
n
t 
In
fo
: 
 
Interview date: 26/02/2007 
Interview mode: Sedentary  
Interview setting: A traditional 
café in the Balat district of 
Istanbul. 
Expertise: Structural and 
ornamental stonemasonry 
Experience: 54 years: Started 
apprenticeship at 12 years old, 
now teaching at the skills training 
institute in Istanbul. 
Workshop trained / performed 
chores in the shop during the first 
years of his apprenticeship / 
prepared toilet stones and 
hammam sinks 
First job as journeyman at the 
Mihrimah Sultan mosque / 
construction of the stone mihrab 
(ornamental tracery) 
Working Mode + Work Environment: 
Urban- Itinerant 
Freelance with part-time institutional involvement 
Travels to different cities to perform as highly 
specialized master stonemason 
Notes + Quotes: 
“You have to introduce apprentices to this trade 
right after primary school, when they are no older 
than 12 years. That is when they are the most 
curious about their environment and are at their 
most receptive state. Older than that, they lose 
interest…” 
 
P
ro
je
c
t 
S
p
e
c
if
ic
s:
  
Project Types: 
 
[On the specificity of stone minaret restoration] 
“In our trade, not everyone is granted the chance 
to build a minaret. Do you know why? It is a rare 
skill, and the building of a minaret is highly 
problematic: you use the old technique, the old 
system, for example, lead is used, you have to use 
“kelek” (mud infill), you have to use “zıvana” 
(tenon) - you have to strictly follow the old rules, 
the same techniques. That is why a couple of 
groups left the project; they weren’t able to do it. 
Then we went there, completed the minaret and 
submitted it in due time.” 
Restoration work for mosques, 
palaces, caravanserais, cisterns, 
clock towers 
Minaret restoration 
Minaret building 
Ornamental stone fountains 
Project Locations: 
Main location Istanbul, but has 
travelled to Erzurum, Edirne, Rize, 
Trabzon, Sinop, Kastamonu, 
Antalya, Kuşadası 
Institutional Context: 
Ministry of Culture 
Directorate General of Foundations 
High Council of Immovable 
Monuments and Antiquities 
Municipalities 
Universities 
KOREFD (Preservation and 
Restoration Firms Association) 
Skills Training Institute : *direct 
involvement 
 
C
o
ll
a
b
o
ra
to
rs
: 
 
Architects  
Restoration experts 
Primary contact:  
Architect 
[Anecdote about a stone minaret construction] 
In one of the minaret constructions in which 
Özdemir was the master stonemason, the architect 
asks him to leave the stones on the interior of the 
minaret undressed, as they will not normally be 
seen. He says “I cannot steal from my art” 
(“Ben sanatıma hırsızlık yapamam”) 
M
a
te
ri
a
ls
: 
 
Criteria for material selection: 
[Polysensorial assessment] 
Özdemir says that he can understand the quality of 
the stone from its visible characteristics: surface 
stones tend to have greater pores and lesser 
strength, while stones deep from the quarry have a 
denser structure and have more resistance. 
He also sounds the stone with a mallet to see if its 
hollow 
Quality: He often visits quarries to 
select stones. 
Utilization according to the 
individual characteristics of blocks 
such as the grain orientation: He 
places stones according to their 
“reverse grain” (“ters damar”) in 
order to avoid water absorption 
P
ro
c
e
ss
: 
  
Quality control 
Slow construction 
Construction planning 
Drawing on the ground at the 
construction site 
Numbering stones 
Cardboard templates 
Vault construction: poplar 
formwork 
[Oral culture: Anecdote about Sinan’s Süleymaniye 
Mosque – where mythology is mixed with technical 
details. This anecdote is told to him by an old man. 
He talks about the length of time spent on 
location, allowing for a deeper connection to the 
place and its inhabitants] 
In the anecdote, Süleyman the Magnificent asks 
Mimar Sinan to build him a mosque to withstand the 
most powerful earthquakes and further his glory. 
Sinan waits for the foundations to settle for seven 
years: “…so that they are subjected to seven 
summers, winters, storms, rain and deluge…” 
T
e
c
h
n
o
lo
g
y
: 
Set square 
Ruler 
Compass 
String 
Chisels 
Pencils 
Mallets 
Cockscomb 
He commissions an ironmonger to make his own 
tools. 
C
o
m
m
e
n
ts
: 
Özdemir complains about the lack 
of appreciation of art in Turkey, 
and says that the apathy 
concerning the need to train new 
apprentices poses the greatest 
challenge to their work. 
(Referring to the photograph of the balcony of a 
minaret that he has built) “This lattice work, there 
is no master left to carry out this stone work 
anymore. I wrote this in my article where I say 
there will be no one left in Turkey to do this, and 
they will need to bring master masons from Italy 
and from Greece…” 
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Elif Kendir [EK]- I’ll just go through these questions because I’m asking the 
same questions to every respondent, just in order to be able to compare things... So, 
in the first one I’m asking you to describe your professional background and your 
current position... 
Alexis Sanal [AS]-  My professional background is, architecture education at Sci-
Arc, so my college degree is architecture, and then I worked for about six years in 
small practices, mid-sized practices and design firms in Los Angeles, and then I got 
a Master’s degree in city planning, Masters of City Planning at MIT; afterwards I 
came into practice in Istanbul... [Asking her partner Murat Sanal] And now it’s 
been what? Nine years?  
Murat Sanal [MS]- Yeah... 
AS- We’ve had this office for nine years...  
MS- Uhm, since 2002... 
AS-  So we’ve had our own firm since 2002, oh and then also licensing... We 
got professional licensing in America. And went through the internship training in 
corporate licensing... So that would give a kind of uhm...  
EK- Could you describe that process a little bit - because I haven’t had the 
chance to talk to an architect practising in America... 
AS- The American process is a bit like other professions: like medical, or law 
or accounting as I saw it... I think these are the four or five... and they are 
considered to be professions that you need to actually... not only do you need to 
have your professional degree, which means a five year degree, or a master’s 
degree, you then have to do a three-year internship which has very specific, uhm, 
kind of post-education training... Everything from concept design, to construction 
administration... anyway, they have some format of hours you need to complete... 
And then subsequently you have nine exams plus one oral exam. So the nine exams 
would be mechanical, electrical, plumbing, there are two structural exams, there’s 
like a site planning exam...   
MS- Pre-design...// 
AS- //...Pre-design, and then architectural design... And once you’ve 
completed these two years plus the nine exams, depending on the state, you’d have 
an oral exam, which usually has to do with contractual relationships and liability 
relationships... And then after that, you are qualified in local states to practice 
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architecture... And each local state also has unique conditions, for example in 
California, you need to be educated in seismic, if you’re in Illinois, you need to be 
educated in wind... So those are the subtle differences each state has that they want 
people to be more knowledgeable of... And after you pass the ten exams, you 
become licensed... So it’s very different from the system in Turkey or in Europe 
where, if you have a degree, you are qualified... And the thing that makes a big 
difference is that you have this license, called an architectural license, you cannot 
call yourself an architect in the US, even if you’re running... giving architectural 
services and everything else... before that you are a designer. So it makes a big 
difference in terms of qualifications. 
 
 
                                                 
apprenticeship 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
EK- So where does this apprenticeship period take place? In the context of 
schools or...// 
AS- //...You have to work in an office...  
MS- And actually the total is about... education, higher education, and 
practicum – practice or apprenticeship, all together it’s about a ten-year period in 
total. 
EK- Like in medicine... 
AS-  Yes, just like in medicine... 
MS-  And before that you are not allowed to take any type of liability... That’s 
the thing. You can design, but you cannot build. 
EK-  So what do you do? Do you go to a professional office and say that you 
are in your internship period? 
AS-  No, it’s apprenticeship, it’s not an internship. Unlike internship when you 
may be at school and you are doing it for the educational development, this is 
professional development, so you’re actually an apprentice in a very traditional 
way – like you would be in a doctor as well... And through that period, you have to 
work under a licensed architect... You can’t work...// 
MS- //...Your hours are monitored, you have to complete them. You have to 
inform your supervisor about what you have worked on, etc... 
EK- And what do you do in the end? Do you prepare a document like a 
logbook or a dossier? 
AS- It’s like a logbook, and your mentor, the person who is mentoring you 
during that period they sign up on these hours... So I worked in a total of four 
offices to collect my hours... when I got an undergraduate school with a five year 
degree, it was a very bad economy, so I did a lot of freelance work... And you can 
also do freelance work to collect your hours, you just have to be under a 
professional. You have to...// 
MS- //...It’s like a measured experience... It’s not measuring the design 
capability. It’s not how well you design, but you have to design correctly, so...  
AS- And that system as well, it’s also interesting, ‘cause a lot of the people 
who maybe didn’t get the education of, let’s say, five years, also there are a lot of 
design-build contractors who are more and more giving architectural services, also 
in America, they’re giving the opportunity to demonstrate, I think they have to 
complete a fifteen year period, they also can get an architectural license if they...// 
EK- //...Really? 
AS+MS- Yeah. 
AS- //...If they can demonstrate that they have enough education by doing...// 
MS- //...Education of building and also education about the built 
environment... And they can talk to the... they have to learn all the planning zoning 
and all those issues as well to be able to have a conversation about planning of the 
cities...   
AS-  But they also have the opportunity, after fifteen years, to apply for a 
license as well... Performance based and content based, you have to have a certain 
amount of content... Some schools qualify for it and some schools don’t qualify for 
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[0:09:10] 
it. For example, a lot of schools, even though they give an architectural degree, 
they don’t... the licensing boards don’t recognise their degrees. 
EK- And is it to do with accreditation? 
MS- Yes. 
EK-  OK, so that’s the thing. 
MS-  There’s a national board for accreditation and their licensing is arranged 
by the AIA. 
AS- No. The licensing is not their... The licensing is arranged by NCARB, 
and for the educational things, AIA is a post-professional, or a professional 
organization that represents their interests. So even if they advocate for things, they 
do not monitor it...// 
MS- //...They don’t monitor it but you get AIA title... 
AS- You can only apply for AIA if you are a licensed architect. 
EK- OK. 
MS- But AIA is an institution that is 170-200 years old... It is a very old 
institution that impacts the quality of the built environment. 
EK- It is like the Chamber of Architects here then. 
AS- Except that it represents the professionals’ interest. I think the Chamber 
of Architects here... It is, in that sense, but I think the Chamber of Architects here 
also takes on a lot bureaucratic role. The AIA does not.  
MS- Every city does the bureaucracy, the building departments...// 
AS- //...No, the licensing... Every city, every state has a licensing board. And 
the licensing board is much more like the chamber of architects in that sense... 
MS- But you don’t have to go through... I mean in Turkey you have to go 
through the architecture Chambers... 
AS- That’s what I’m saying – the AIA is nothing like the Chamber of 
Architects here because they don’t deal with bureaucracy... So in the states there 
are licensing boards, there are bureaucratic mechanisms to regulate it but they’re 
different... So the Chamber of Architects here is a little bit different that way. 
expertise
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[observation] 
 
EK -  So how would you define your area of expertise? 
AS- Mine is different from Murat’s... [Talking very slowly and with frequent 
pauses] Mine is more on, looking at, how, let’s say, the physical environment and 
the material environment... adds value to the cultures that use them so to say... So 
I’m more focused on urban design... more focused on, kind of, how buildings make 
meaning for people, and how people make meaning with the buildings... And 
therefore it goes from urban design to architecture – how that continues... down to 
the last detail. How does a detail still reflect the culture that built it and how that 
material thing captures the stories that they want to tell... So that’s more my, kind 
of, expertise... So I work more on trying to keep those values, or principles, design 
principles continuous from the very early conception of a project to every last door 
handle that’s used. So that it’s just a very consistent message that’s given at the 
macro scale and the micro scale. I have also expertise at the macro scale, urban 
design... And then how to deal with complexity when you have, you know different 
interest groups and stuff... That would be more my expertise I would say, as an 
architect.  
EK- And when did you graduate from Sci-ARC? 
AS- ’95... And then I graduated from MIT in 2002. Masters of City Planning, 
with an expertise in city design, that’s my focus. So the degree is masters of city 
planning. 
EK- And Murat, is your background the same as Alexis’? Or do you want 
to...// 
MS- I have graduated in ’93 from Yildiz Technical University in Istanbul, and 
then got a Master’s degree in computation and design from UCLA, graduating in 
’95... Then I worked in Colorado for a long time, for about three years, in a design 
and build environment, to learn about the building industry, how buildings were 
put together in that environment... There I gained lots of experience about quick 
designs and quick building types, multiple purposes, from entertainment theatres to 
condominiums, little theatres, lots of resort activities... Then after that I decided to 
gain more experience in a more design-based firm. Then I went back to LA for 
another three years, and then during that period I also took the professional 
licensing exams, which I believe, has been one of the best things for professional 
development for candidates of architectural practice, practitioners, and it gives a 
level of confidence, a level of commitment... Then we returned here, in 2001 and 
2002. And since 2002, we have been working on various projects and my expertise 
was mainly in making things as far as they come in the architectural scale, so I was 
very interested in making things... to raise the quality of the environment. 
AS- You have a lot of expertise also in the actuation of that – you know, 
design management, let’s say. It’s a craft in itself to get all these various people 
come together to get things done... I think you have a lot of expertise in this area 
because of your knowledge in architecture and construction…// 
MS- //…I think it’s also seeing a lot of different types of construction and 
observing, it’s important to do that. That was one of my goals when I went abroad: 
to learn about different techniques and different practices and how the industry is 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
organised, not the design... Design is only ten percent of the product. The rest is all 
this managing and realization., I think that once you notice this fact, you start to 
learn about it... Until it becomes an architectural problem, there is all this 90 
percent planning, and that’s where Alexis’ expertise overlaps with mine... But I 
think planning, architecture and design, you can always... once you can distinguish 
the level of importance and the responsibilities you can play with these tasks. And 
that’s how you can manage it I think. 
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EK- And how would you describe your working environment? First of all 
how big is your office? How many people are working? 
MS- We have tried a few models of working, and the one we’re most satisfied 
with is having a small core team, and having also a peripheral network of very 
talented people with different expertise that add us value...  it could be graphics... I 
don’t know...// 
AS- //...Interior design, industrial design...// 
MS- //...Product design, this could be developers... Different things... 
AS- Mathematicians... 
MS- Software designers... So since we like to... we engage with every design, 
especially in this environment in this small to medium, smaller size practice, it adds 
value, with the designers being completely in charge rather than opting for any 
available product... we are always in charge, our hands are on every design... 
AS- Not just that, we are also very actively involved with the production of it, 
so it’s not a top-down work model; we’re really like very intimately involved with 
the production of it and how to, kind of, see it through... 
MS- And therefore our core team, right now we’re about four to five people... 
It has flexed between four to maximum ten... But I think around four to six, we are 
comfortable... 
EK- And who are they? I mean are they all architects? 
AS- Our core team is all architects... And that’s we’ve actually found out: if 
we make this core team four, maybe six most, with capable architects, who are not 
only good designers, but also managers, and good production people, then we can 
work very very seamlessly, project based, with all this other expertise we have... 
You know, everything from like a mathematician to industrial designer, to even 
bureaucratic issues. 
0:20:56  
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MS- Hmm, yeah. 
AS- So this works really well for us... [MS suggests landscape architects] 
Landscape architects and all that stuff... In that way we can also.. I mean looking at 
this we are very much hands-on, we are very much office based in that we can 
really oversee, we can really make sure that everything is very good ... Minimizing 
every type of information mismanagement. So there is a very streamlined process 
between the core fundamental idea of the architectural or design intent and the 
information that goes out, and who that is communicated to. And we go like 
fourfold – the information goes from us to a production team, to the construction 
manager, to whomever... It’s a very... a much more immediate relationship and we 
can control any type of interpretation... misinterpretation usually, or mistakes... or 
the conflicts in the information systems from the office. Having said that, we go on 
site quite a bit; though we do not work on site, we go back and forth quite a lot to 
make sure that you know, that information is being communicated and that there is 
a high level of understanding of...// 
MS- //...I think we work a lot in the office but typically, we have a great 
command on the site. We don’t lose that command. And once the client and the 
builders see our value, they would like to see us there... and we have a  great 
command actually. It is not like a scary authority but they know what we have done 
to solve their issues... and in every project that we undertake they need some type 
of special care to add value, to the client, and once that is integrated to everybody’s 
mind, also to the builders’ mind, they become very proud of what they are able to 
achieve... And they start to do that with a special care, they give us that extra ten 
percent. Or extra another hundred percent sometimes... and therefore our command 
on the site is great... 
AS-  That’s also because we are good listeners on the site. I try to listen to 
what the challenges are, why something is not either being understood, or why it 
needs to be redeveloped based on what’s known at the time... or maybe there’s a 
better solution, somebody has... so we’re really good listeners... and I mean it’s a 
very trivial thing, but  we try never to give decisions on site, so that we’re not... 
again this information management is very important, we say “OK we understand 
all the problems” and then we’ll come back to the office, look at the whole; again 
make sure the we have the whole picture to give a decision. 
MS- And these ideas are transmitted to everybody. That’s the other thing I 
think – we transmit the ideas to everybody, so that people can add to it... I think 
that’s very important... For example in the few projects that we have done, each 
trade can add to it according to the best of their capabilities, and they keep adding... 
EK- And what’s your medium of communication in that? I mean how do you 
transmit your ideas to your collaborators? 
MS- Everything – there are the very classic things, drawings, papers, models, 
verbal, mock-ups... Going to them and making them together sometimes...// 
AS- Mock-ups are really very important part of it in that everybody sees the 
whole thing: because the mock-up also adds another thing, it’s not just a one person 
thing... The mock-up has to incorporate the electrical, it has to incorporate the 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
aluminium people, it has to incorporate the dry wall people, so everybody sees how 
they have to work together, as one unit. If not, it’s a bit of a problem if you’ve only 
solved one person’s problem... If you only solved the aluminium people’s problem 
and left the dry wall people out, it doesn’t work. It is also the aluminium people’s 
problem, even if they are not interested in the whole. And also giving them a lot of 
freedom to, you know, to just provide solutions – it could be more cost effective or 
more aesthetically... less material... so we do spend a lot of time listening …  
EK- So there are lots of design meetings during your process... 
AS- Yeah. 
MS- Yeah. And I think...// 
AS- //...But we do write a lot of instructions to say that we really are careful 
to come back to the office either to reread notes or to do a hand sketch over a detail 
or revising a set to make sure that people have access to it. I think that’s also a little 
different in our practice than other people’s practice... Although the system is fairly 
informal, as much as possible, we try to keep a level of formality so we feel 
comfortable, and feel that they’re part of the system. You know, everybody gets an 
email of what’s been decided. It’s not just between Murat and the “usta”, and then, 
you know... It’s much more of a collective process that way. 
MS- I think collective process is a very key part of our practice... The 
collective process goes from the beginning to the end and it’s very influential. And 
that requires a lot of effort on our side... A lot... And it requires participation from 
the client’s side... 
AS- That’s why our core team is very important... not just as a group of 
designers but... it’s been an important part. 
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EK- And is there an impact of the local building culture on your projects? 
Have you been working exclusively in Istanbul would be my first question, and 
then whether the vicissitudes of Istanbul have had an impact on your projects... If 
so, in what way? 
AS- Yes, absolutely... The first five years that we were here we really had to 
face this question like the system, or the building culture here is very different... 
and it is very specific and it has a very specific behaviour and it’s a very dynamic 
system, and there’s a lot of very fantastic things about it, but there’s also a lot of 
very unsuccessful things about it... We decided that if we have this really good 
education, this really good passion for what we do and it’s really good kind of 
professional practice – if we can’t do it here, then how creative really are we? And 
if we can’t do it here, under the way our value systems work, then, again, how 
much do we believe in what we are doing? And the part of it is just, you know, 
being the example... and to be sincere, for the first five years everybody told us that 
we would fail... that unless you do construction, you have no future in Turkey – 
unless you build it yourself, unless you’ve got a contractor firm and you build your 
own work, there’s no... Nobody pays for design here... 
I said “this is ridiculous”, you know, people are clearly willing to pay for design, 
because if you buy a Christian Dior handbag, 60 percent of what you’re paying for 
is design... People are willing to pay for design; it’s just that maybe they don’t have 
the designers to pay for yet... I think that was the only thing that I can say we 
impacted the design culture here – it is to say “now look, there’s another paradigm 
that really says that design has a value and people are willing to invest in that. It is 
not only good design, but it’s good professionalism and you’re competent”... They 
can really believe in it, and you advocate for transparency, and sincerity and those 
things... At the same time, there is a much more informal way of doing things here 
which is very... Let’s say, it’s very much design-build, there’s very little foresight 
in how things are done, so you have to be very agile to change... Fortunately both 
Murat and I have a very parametric education from early computation, and it’s 
that... You have to see that your design is a parameter and not be so deterministic... 
Actually if you look behind the philosophy that goes on behind the early 
computational thinking, it’s just that: how you set up a system and how you set up 
those parameters by which your system is dynamic and yet never erodes the virtue 
of the design principles... You have to have many solutions to the same problem... 
Because at some point you will realise the solution that has been foreseen and the 
assumptions you’ve gone in with are not relevant at that point... or the changes... I 
don’t know, they might find a new piece of land... [Laughter] or in some instances 
I’ll be the marble supplier so I have go from ceramic to marble... You just have to 
deal with these things, I don’t know... 
MS- The important thing is to continue that collaboration spirit into the design 
and also having really great command in this whole process... And the design is 
just a part of this process... 
AS- And having the clarity, you know, there is a point...// 
MS- //... you almost set the vision – and for everybody to achieve this vision, 
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you have to work with them, and keep the vision clear...// 
AS- That’s what I said, from very early on, we tried to counter the negative 
aspects of the design culture or the building culture you have here and we set very 
clear principles... And that helps everybody to give a decision, like at the end of the 
day, if this does not meet our principles; it’s not going to be decided on... So we 
helped all the group here in the building culture to a decision making framework... 
so at one level you have to be a very open... system to let everybody put something 
in, but at some point you need... it can’t just be anything and everything... Too 
often what you see happening is the architect in the building culture loses control 
because, they lose control with anything and everything and then at some point all 
of the building culture just takes over the project... But also it’s very hands-on, so 
you have to say that something... What’s also very nice about Australia is that the 
relationship between the very top decision making and the very bottom decision 
making where the team of craftsman is really immediate. And that’s really great. 
And because it’s very immediate, you have a high level of control to enhance their 
craft and take them further and they really use their capabilities in a very 
immediate way, to get some very exciting results that I don’t think are possible in 
advanced economies. 
EK- Hmm. How about in Turkey? 
MS- In Turkey I think some of the things are very possible, that was what’s 
inspiring about the Australian observation... We find that... there are other people 
dealing with similar difficulties... The Turkish economy has developed through 
contracting, so construction has surpassed design work... So there’s lots of 
construction but there’s no architecture in the last thirty years. So it’s slowly 
progressing and this progress is evolving in such a way that still, people are 
product driven, not process driven. So when somebody comes to you and says “I 
just want a good product”, I always say, “we don’t have a good product, we have a 
good process”... Either they believe it or they go to somebody who promises them 
good product. We are for education and process and work with four very valuable 
offices with experiences in them too... Good process delivers good product, but 
good products never come out of badly thought out processes. That’s for sure. And 
we try to stay away from that... And I think that that is also something that controls 
our working environment, because typically we find ourselves in these types of 
environments... 
AS- And I also think that... I mean I know that you are more interested in the 
crafty issues and we’ve been talking about some broader problems but the 
important thing is that I think that everybody has this pessimistic attitude, but what 
we have found is if you set the standard high, everybody meets those standards and 
everybody is excited about living up to this expectation... [0:41:08] And I’m 
thinking this very trivial example of...  in Doluca Factory, to kind of answer the 
second question... This is a project that was given no favours, in terms of budget, 
or in terms of craftspeople... All of the craftspeople that are on the Doluca project 
had come from Çerkezköy. Not at all foreseen in the high end Istanbul architecture 
community – which can be questioned as well... But this is all local Çerkezköy 
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labour... Top to bottom, materials, everything... and also budget... Ok, so that’s 
where the collective knowledge comes in: we developed very very specific details 
for all of the solutions for example... and we have geometrically, to a certain 
degree, let’s say, solved it... 95 percent, right? The contractor, knowing our high 
expectations, went on to interview different people there and tried to find 
somebody who really was excited and wanted to add value... So they had found a 
steel company that works there, I mean this is your local, small town, you know, 
steelmaker... and you know they did the most beautiful, beautiful, beautiful 
steelwork and they were so engaged... Not only would they do everything with 200 
percent passion to do it – and they were very complex things– but they would 
come with their own knowledge and suggestions of how to also do it better; like 
how to bring this metal mesh with that, or how to kind of integrate the wood, and 
in very very difficult geometries mind you... Then on top of that, the wood people, 
then would solve other things... So the people that are doing all the wood form, 
which is not also very easy because it goes over all the steel work, has to integrate 
this big kind of, bold, massive and, long, planar geometries at an angle, they also 
did the most beautifully crafted thing... And the reason is because people have 
purpose, they take part in what they’re doing it very very well... And the result 
demonstrates that... this idea that if the process is set up for, and everybody is part 
of that process, all of these craftsmen will not only kind of live up to it, but they 
will then add a knowledge to it that the architect and the contractor and the client 
didn’t have in mind... and I think it’s...//  
MS- //...I think all of this experience brings us back to... perhaps this is a very 
old, traditional way of working with the trade, or trades, and putting their expertise, 
leaving all this room for their development, their expertise, their heart and also 
their capabilities and their talent into... there’s always this issue of pride: I think 
that everybody feels proud...// 
AS -  //... and it’s also translating the problem into things that people already 
know... I mean to the contractors from the eastern part we finally said “Stop and 
think of it as a concrete, think of it as stone – you know stone, you know how stone 
works... go get stonemasons, go get concrete people. And now that it is poured and 
done, no longer is it concrete, wipe it out of your mind, and as long as you can see 
it as a solid stone, OK.” Then they can deal with that... And engage that. So, you 
know, they can then start working with stone people and that’s something they 
know very well... I mean stainless steel, it’s the same thing, I mean I can never do 
certain things; I can never do Russian folk houses... That’s not something I can do, 
it is not part of me, I can’t know how to replicate it... You have to work with the 
craftsmen – you have to work within what they are familiar with and are in 
command of... If you ask them to do something exotic, not only do they feel 
insecure, but also of course they can’t, because they don’t have an in depth 
understanding of the examples from a cultural point of view or from an aesthetic 
point of view and so they’re set up for failure and then we blame them for failing... 
So we try very hard to maintain this idea of where their cultural understanding, 
meaning their ethical culture, their building culture is coming from and we need to 
what the 
craftsmen 
know  
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shift it – so in order to do something new, we try to shift it into things they already 
know: like concrete to stone or you know...  
EK- Hmm, that’s very interesting... 
MS -  And also I’ll say their learning curve... that keeps us also excited. 
EK- Normally this is an antagonistic relationship, right? Between the 
tradespeople, the designers and the people who give you the commission... How 
did you build up that passion? Because it seems very difficult – what were your 
specific ways to incite passion in all the parties involved? 
AS- No I think it is more important... It’s not our... We are not driven by our 
will. We are driven by doing good architecture. And good architecture is not done 
by an individual’s will; it’s done by everybody that makes it. I think that’s also 
why we don’t go into things like product design, or into housing where that’s very 
important... We very much feel that we represent the people that are going to use it, 
meaning like the city people, or the daily people that are going to use it, we see as 
our clients. We have our core client, whom we empathize with... I mean these 
people are investing a lot in us, they’re investing a lot of their resources into this, 
and the builder is going to make everybody successful.   
MS- With the builders, I mean with the tradespeople, it is also important if 
you can present them how to make them, you can convince them: you have to work 
with them... There’s a period when you have to explain how to make things – you 
have to figure out the geometry, and then you should go on site and put the 
geometry together for them. 
EK- Right... And at this stage you use mock-ups...// 
MS- //... mock-ups, yes, or we just go there and do it ourselves...// 
AS- //... oh we do it in sketch-up for them too. Or models...// 
MS- //... models, and we send them to the site. In Doluca, we sent a paper 
model...// 
AS- //...You can see the model there actually... I’ll show you a model that we 
did – they couldn’t figure out the bridge geometry, so we built a larger model of it, 
of how it works, and we have it just out here... The sole purpose of this model 
really was to help them understand this very clear geometry inside these four 
bridges and how they go together...//  
EK- //...And once they see it, it’s fine...// 
MS- //... Yeah, yeah. Then they can do impossible things, like we could never 
think...For example that staircase... I went to Doluca one day and there was just 
[0:48:53] 
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this string in the space and it was being held by just two ends as a guide to the 
geometry, the guy had just made the model 1:1 himself... 
AS- I think the important thing is that again, we’re very very against this 
antagonistic relationship – it’s a crazy thing, and I always find it very interesting 
like... maybe that’s how... I think... I care so much about what I do... I think all my 
clients are very smart people, and if I didn’t, I would probably not take the 
commission. 
EK- OK, yeah. 
AS- I don’t know, I don’t want to work for stupid people. [Laughter] Building 
spaces for stupid things... You know, so I have a lot of respect for my clients, I 
think they’re really smart really creative people, and if they have thoughts that are 
kind of naive, it is because they are naive on architecture, so if you can articulate it 
to them, they understand it more often than not... and I find that they come with 
very good insights that I was very naive about... uhm, so, it’s the same with the 
contractors, they are under huge, huge, huge financial risks and you are the one 
responsible for giving those instructions, and they’re gonna make mistakes and 
you’re gonna make mistakes... and these mistakes cost thousands of dollars and so 
the more you build a team based on mutual respect, and uhm... it works really a lot 
better... and if we find that we’re not there, then either we are not the right architect 
for the client or... also with the builder, we have to come up with a management 
system to make them successful.... That’s not to say it always works; usually 
there’s one person or one group on the team that are kind of like wild cats and are 
around to kind of just get through it... You know, I don’t know... So it happens. 
[end of Alexis Sanal 1.wav> 0:51:03] 
[start of Alexis Sanal 2.wav>0:00:00] 
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EK- Who are your specific collaborators in your projects of, let’s say, last 
five years? 
AS- Yeah I think we’ve kind of covered this before but I’ll go over it again... 
So we still work very closely with different expertise, like collaborators... Each 
project has a different group of collaborators... The collaborators are both the 
knowledge group... I would include the kind of user investment group as the 
collaborators and I think the third group of collaborators are the builders in the 
process, so... I think the more and more we get into institutional work or into urban 
design work, the collaborators get more complex: there are more stakeholders so to 
say, you don’t get just the client, but you also get... I don’t know, I’m thinking of 
the BU (Bosphorus University) restoration, the dormitory, you have the dorm user, 
you have the dorm managers, you have the university itself and then you have the 
investor. So these are all your collaborators in that sense and they all have different 
agendas. The collaborators for example in OTIS included the graphic design team, 
that included of course the mechanical, and electrical groups... Then again another 
very important collaborator for Doluca was also these, these local "usta"s 489F502 that 
we worked with... and we would see it that way and that they would come up with 
their own solutions... You know the contractor is always a collaborator because 
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more often than not, they get the economic burden... So you have to work with 
them to make them economically successful... So that you give them the leg to also 
propose materials or solutions so that they can come in and uhm...  
. 
[ ] And how did they change in the past years? 
Well, I think one of the big things is that more and more we are able to make an 
argument for more sophisticated design teams actually, and for the clients to invest 
in that - like invest in the landscape design, invest in the graphic design, invest in, 
let's say, a mathematician to optimize things... [0:02:14] invest into a retail 
consultant even... invest in an environmental engineer, so not just the mechanical, 
and the electrical engineer, or invest in a façade designer... So I think one of the 
things that has really changed over the past years with the complexity of 
knowledge collaborators is that they're much more sophisticated, so that's nice, and 
very exciting for us... For us it's very important because we feel that we have a 
knowledge and that we value that knowledge and that's not graphic design...You 
know, I can do graphic design, I did it, we all can do it, but you know it's... It's 
done intuitively. It's not done with the kind of expertise and precision. That's what 
we really found - people are coming to us because they see that we have this 
competency and knowledge and creative enthusiasm... And they also can see that 
these small investments into a graphic design team or into a landscape design team 
or a façade designer add such a value to their design early on so more and more 
they like the foresight method of working than the hindsight method of working. I 
must say the one of the big collaborators in all these projects is, because of the 
impact it has on economy, is... Let's say who gets the façade contract... let's say 
aluminium company A, wood company B, these companies have a set of products 
and solutions that they want to do, and you have to, to some degree, learn these 
products and solutions very well to make them successful and innovate within that 
you can't, force them into a new system... So I would say one of the bigger 
economy collaborators are the product manufacturers... You have to work within 
their things... because they are the ones that get the subcontract, and they are the 
ones that are willing to do it on time, and they have their own craftsmen team that 
are trained... So that would be another big one.  
EK- And do you have an impact on their product development when you're 
working with them? What I'm asking I guess is how do you impact each other? 
How do your goals change as the profile of your collaborators change? 
AS- Yeah, I think so... Because again we are very good listeners, and we are 
also very determined to not let the design reduce because this is the only product 
or the solution available, or that the design reduce because somebody... I mean it's 
the same thing, if somebody comes up with their own will, is too wilful you 
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know... It's not always the manufacturers doing this full stop; you also get 
designers doing this full stop... And it's not a great approach. So in both cases, we 
like to think that we have a great influence and they have a great influence on what 
we do in a kind of positive way; that we are kind of improving each other's 
knowledge... In Doluca Façade, we worked with them a lot to get those really deep 
fins with the façade designer. They hadn't done it before, we looked at with them... 
they made a lot of different mock-ups, they made a lot of details to get those fins, 
make sure that the water would drain off nicely, but also to get them to be kind of 
stable so that they would be able to be there for the next ten or fifteen years... So 
you have to work with them because they also have things that they have to 
deliver, because you're not responsible for the ten year warranty, so if you can't 
solve something that they feel comfortable with for their ten year warranty, then 
you would not agree with them and they would say no. We also work with major 
furniture companies to say "Look you have a great product line, but why isn't 
there, you know...// 
EK- //...there's this gap... or something...// 
AS- //...yeah, there's a big gap - there's lots of big gaps. And we go and work 
with them in, say, product modification and we say that we're not furniture 
designers and we don't need to invent a new piece of furniture necessarily, but we 
need to make within your system something for this specific problem… So I think 
again what we try to do is make it problem based and therefore you also eliminate 
people... People that are not interested in innovating a new product line won't 
come to the conversation... I mean it's pretty simple that way, you know? 
[Laughter] 
EK- And has there been a cross-pollination between your skills? Have you 
used software that your collaborators normally use? I am asking this very 
specifically about the media of communication that is used by different parties... 
Have you used specialist software for lighting or something like that after you 
have your discussions with the product manufacturers for example? 
AS- Yeah the simulation software is probably one of the best for everybody: 
for both an understanding of the performance based things as well as for trying to 
build arguments for why something is a good solution... So live simulation 
software like with the lighting people, they do lighting simulations, or vice versa 
they would send us their lighting parametric and we'll put it into our 3D models... 
EK- Right... 
AS- So we get that, and the file to factory, interestingly we found that, at 
least with all the producers that we've ever worked with, they want... they can do 
the, you know, CAD CAM environment, but interestingly enough, they want the 
CAD set up in a very traditional way... They don't want the kind of, optimized 
things that way... They really want to lay it out in a very traditional way, like ... 
“can you lay it out for me?” They don't have, let's say, optimization software, and 
we are not of the size to invest in such things...  
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To be honest with you, the biggest miracle is Sketch-up... 
EK- Really? 
AS- I swear to you, I do... Even the graphic designers use it: they put all the 
graphic design into the Sketch-up model, everybody can use it, anyone can 
understand it... The best thing about Sketch-up is that it's not photorealistic so 
clients do not feel intimidated by it... 
EK- Yeah, yeah. 
AS- But also the graphic designers can use it, the mechanical engineers can 
use it, the carpenters can use it... It is really the miracle in simulating things... 
Because you can print out things, builders can understand it, you can explode 
things, uhm... [tapping fingers on the table] What else is there? I mean we get a lot 
of samples to the office - I don't know if that would kind of qualify... we get a lot 
of profiles and things, I don't know, I can show you on the way out, but uhm... I 
don't know, I read an article about putting mesh in the glass, for a façade where 
they couldn't maintain operable louvers... I just asked the aluminium guy like "Can 
you do this?" and he was very... you know, clever, and he said "Oh, it sounds 
clever to me too, and I will try and make a sample of it"... and we all played with 
it... I don't know, these weren't very standard things...  
Tooling stuff... yeah, we know tools that furniture maker doesn't use, doesn't 
know, so I ask them whether they can use a specific router and I will do the 
research and find it for them, and then ask them to order them from the German 
company and so on... 
EK- OK, yeah... 
AS- So those things happen... And we know that they have a really nice 
CNC, routing machine, they only have a few bits; we asked them if they could use 
these other bits, and they said, you know, why not, and they said "we can't get 
them in Turkey", so I helped them find out... So there's those things too... Or they 
would come back and say, you know, "this doesn't work this way or work better, 
our tolerances are these, can you do that?"...// 
EK- //...So your practice is really very research based in that sense...// 
AS- //...yeah we help them find those things because it's... Because language 
is a barrier in a lot of these companies - the craftsmen don't speak enough English, 
or German or French or something. So when the suppliers are English they can't 
reach them...So it's very hard for them to also access certain things...  
EK- And have you observed that they use these tools later, after they finish 
their collaboration with you on a specific project? Do they use them for other 
projects, have you had the chance to hear about it? 
AS- Yeah... I think that with suppliers and things I think they can do things 
that they didn't think about... That's happened with the steel person, also the wood 
person that we work with a lot... He is really excited because he'd bought the 
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machine to do the kind of ornate tooling, and he was able to push his machine 
much further... He could see how far, or what the tolerances really were or what 
the problems were... So I think that they... we've seen that more, than anything... 
So being kind of supposed what they can do, or what the machines could do when 
working with them in that way... 
EK- So they built on that knowledge further... 
AS- Yeah... 
EK- My next question is about materials - I am sorry I am taking so much of 
your time - how do you select materials, like what are the considerations? And do 
these choices evolve during the construction? 
AS- [Referring to the proposed factors affecting the selection of materials 
from the interview guide] I'll say all of these things that you have full stop... I 
mean, a lot of it has to do with, let's say, as we said before, it starts with the design 
concept, and the cultural concept, what material supports that thing that you want 
to communicate you know... In a novel company you want to use the materials in 
an innovative way, if you are a traditional group, you want to keep it to traditional 
themes or... What is the narrative you want to tell... For all the obvious reasons and 
ethics of environmental design, we always always always prioritize local materials 
and local labour to avoid any type of absurd transportation like shipping stone 
around the world... So I'd say symbolic aspects like familiarity I'd say, more than 
anything, things that people are familiar with is very important to us... And we 
only use symbolic aspects when we are trying to create a sense of drama or trying 
to create a very specific message or reaction from things, and then we will really 
move that way... [Reading from the interview guide] Longevity, of course... 
Because our main thing is we want these places to contribute to the communities, 
so longevity is a very high performance criteria for us... Most important, generally, 
to be honest with you, is economy... The economy limits and then how do you 
prioritize what... If it's really important to have wood, which is a very valuable 
material, then we limit it and only use it in certain places, for the rest we use a 
more affordable... we use a lot of paint and plaster... One of the reasons why we 
can keep our projects on budget and under budget  for a lot of times is we make 
very very strong arguments for clients to... for general things using very simple 
flooring and use very simple paint... and then when we come to the places really 
special, then we can really spend four times the budget then you were thinking... 
So a lot of the materials have to do with sequencing the experience  and therefore 
designing the economy around sequencing that experience... So you're not diluting 
your budget on making, I don't know... And also tearing that ugly roof - I mean 
"you are a no-nonsense company so you should have a thirty square or a forty 
square foot office... If you do, you're countering, you are sabotaging your own 
intention"... Or you know, invest in art rather than wood walls... So that's been a 
big thing: "what is the message that you're trying to deliver? What is it that you 
want your visitors or your user groups to understand? What are your values? Is it... 
straight and simple?" I don't know, like this computing centre, they have a lot of 
engineers... So how do you make engineers feel comfortable? Do they want high 
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performance spaces? You know, they care very much about technical things - so 
invest in good lighting and invest in a good floor, and they'll be very happy... They 
don't need wood desks or something... 
EK- I wanted to refer to your presentation at Bilgi University, where you 
talked about your use of the first coloured concrete in Turkey... What led to your 
decision to select that specific material? 
AS- That goes to this kind of "what is the message?", "who are you?", "who 
are you communicating to?" and "what is the performance criteria?"...That 
building had to be reinforced concrete, to meet the ...security standard; at least 
50% of the building needed to be reinforced concrete... So what we did, we did 
reinforced concrete - OK, that's one thing. But you represent the government and 
you are also representing the Istanbul Technical University: what is the message 
you want to send by doing a reinforced concrete building? [0:17:59] Ok, we can 
clad it, we can do other things, they're fine, but you're  also supposed to be the 
leading material scientist in the Faculty of Civil Engineering in the country... So 
why is the most, kind of, ubiquitous construction material hasn't been innovated on 
for years? Are you really sending that message that you are an innovative 
university if you would then do reinforced concrete in a poor way, especially if 
you're required to do it... Now this would have been a different thing if it wasn't a 
requirement of the building... So, in that case, we said "You're forced to do a 
concrete building and if there's anybody to innovate on concrete it should be you - 
you've been preaching to all these young students, and you're saying that you know 
this, then how could you really deliver a compelling philosophy for the future if 
you yourself are not willing to invest in it?"... So that was basically the intention... 
Then what is the message? The message is you're, you know, a university that is at 
the forefront of knowledge and material sciences, you're trying to advance the 
country's industry, one of its major industries, which is concrete, and you're willing 
to invest serious resources and risks in doing it... And if you absolutely fail at all 
this, you are going to be in the same place you were before - meaning that you're 
going to do a reinforced building and you'll paint it... But you're asking all these 
students to risk themselves to advance knowledge, so, it's a very important 
message that says you take the risk as well... That was one reason; the second 
reason, which was also a very nice thing was that the client, the actual client 
themselves, they wanted something of the earth: either to be brick cladding, or 
terracotta cladding, or something... They really had this thing, they wanted it to be 
stone and warm and they were really tired of all these university buildings being 
made out of metal... and ceramic... they just said "we want something really warm, 
and familiar and of the earth". So this concrete also did that... You know, it was 
better than cladding the whole thing in brick, or something as well... To be honest 
with you, there were lots of thoughts about it too, people are going to criticize this, 
it's going to be different, you have to bear it and believe in it... And they were very 
actively engaged in it... For all the concrete colours, we compared it with the earth 
colours, we decided that this was a colour that would look nice on the Bosphorus, 
and there was an argument about why a lot of the old houses on the Bosphorus are 
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earth colours, that they liked the warmth of it... We looked at different kinds of 
treatments of it, so that it does not have a shiny look, doesn't really look like stone 
for them, so they had a lot to do with it as well... So that was it... 
EK- So has any of your material choices evolved during the construction? 
You know, according to the weathering process...// 
AS- //... Yeah...// 
EK- //... Are you open to experimenting on the site? 
AS- Absolutely, we have to... [0:21:41] It is the thing about agility... You can 
frame the design problem, and then you can have many solutions - but you have to 
stand your ground too, don't get me wrong... Every person that comes on the site 
will try to sell you, or present to you, or tell you how to do it better, cheaper, 
whatever, so it's about balance... We are very open to it... I mean, I cannot think of 
a specific example at the moment, but we are, yeah... At the last moment, we 
would change something - but we would evaluate it very very carefully... for all 
these other reasons, like is it the right message; does it reflect the value of the 
company; does it have longevity; does it, you know, do all of these things... You 
also have to stick your ground, because some things clearly fail at first, and part of 
it is making those failures successful... Not to throw out the baby with the 
bathwater so to say... And also waiting, you know... You have a long thing, it 
might not look perfect at first, but if you put furniture on it, nobody's going to see 
it... Don't give it so much importance...Those things happen…Or  bigger systems 
change: I mean, I know it's not part of your research, but whole mechanical 
systems change... For example, that is happening in one project right now... You 
know they want to do this very good, passive low energy system, but it's a beast of 
a space thing, and it calls for a huge structural change, an upgrade... So these are 
things that cost probably 2-3 million dollars, and changes along the way are a 
small percentage of that, so it’s not just always material changes, and it’s an ethical 
change so we are very supportive of it, and we’ve done the studies for it… So 
architecturally we studied it, and decided that we can change it; then structurally 
they studied it… So each knowledge group will do an analysis, and evaluate it; and 
then there will be an economic evaluation and then at some point, we will give a 
decision… So that’s usually the process. 
EK- You are a very process-driven firm; have the skills developed during the 
construction of your projects been transferable? Do you…// 
AS- //… Yeah…// 
EK- //… So you further your skills along the way and…// 
AS- //…Absolutely…I mean, a hundred percent. Some of these things are 
also like… That’s why I don’t know how people can have adversary relationships 
with the clients… I don’t know…I don’t want to say we experiment with the 
clients, we don’t, but you know, they’re the ones who want to go out there and do 
these things sometimes and so, uhm… so we learn from them and in every project 
we’ll try something new, and we’ll try one step further – whether it’s playing with 
light, or whether it’s uhm… working with a new material like coloured concrete, 
or whether it’s doing these trees, the glass part of it, or whether it’s trying to, you 
[0:25:36] 
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know whether it is learning lighting design, or whether it’s trying to play with a 
new idea of compressing and expanding space, but we always learn from our 
projects… [Referring to the interview guide] And yes, they’re always sites of 
invention, I mean everyone is very much cumulative that way…  
EK- I just want to refer back to your presentation at Bilgi; you were talking 
about things like mock-ups and rehearsals and you’d made a tripartite distinction 
between models, mock-ups and rehearsals, right? I mean, I just wanted to quote 
those definitions for my research that’s why I’m asking it again, to put in on 
record…  
AS-  Yeah, it’s part of it, right… And it’s also part of this idea of transferable 
knowledge that you’re creating, like model is trying to… It’s an abstraction; it’s a 
great abstraction in different scales… You use the different scales to communicate 
some type of a production whether… you know, to help the client understand what 
is happening, for them to communicate to other groups… for solving the geometry 
so that everybody can understand… to study lighting… but it’s always a great 
abstraction and has much more to do with geometry and massing and contextual 
relations I think… or material connections and stuff… And also bigger ones do 
that as well… A mock-up is a full scale illustration of what is going to happen so 
to say, and therefore everybody agrees on the final performance of it; that it has 
this finish, and you know, the colour is right, and so on… It’s like a proof of… A 
model I’d say, is like a proof of a concept, whereas a mock-up is, uhm, the proof 
of a system… And then the rehearsal, which is the most important, which is 
confused with the mock-up, but it isn’t; is where everybody rehearses what is 
going to happen: so all the different people that are going to influence it, meaning 
you know, and even the user, can come and rehearse; tell us it is going to work… I 
mean you can build a platform and see how big a window is, or you can look out 
the window and say “OK, it’s too high” or “too low”… Or you can get the 
aluminium guy to get coordinated with the electrical guy to coordinate the window 
opening, and you can get the curtain pocket tonight, and sabotage it and so on… 
You can get everybody involved in realizing it, and you play it through once… 
And therefore everyone who comes to do it, like a rehearsal, everybody has, at one 
point, had a chance to interact with each other, and ask each other what’s going to 
happen… so I think they’re all very very important parts of it… In such a tactile 
culture, it is very important to kind of feel and touch and hear things… And it 
takes away this idea… I mean in visualization, putting things into 3D, is that and 
simulations as opposed to visualisations; I’d add to that too… [0:28:47] they’re 
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just all part of creating the collective mind…of what’s going to happen...: …and 
everybody to have a shared understanding of what is going to be achieved and an 
opportunity to input into it… 
] 
EK- And where do they happen? I know it sounds like a silly question, but I 
think the model happens either in the office or virtually where you just send the 
client the 3D model; and the mock-up happens either in the workshop or on site, 
but the rehearsal is invariably on the site of construction… Is that correct, or…//  
AS- //…Yeah, exactly. 
EK- It’s perfect – I love this tripartite classification… One of the most 
important aspects of your process seems to me to be the act of building trust… 
This is my last interview, so it’s a more in-depth interview than my previous ones, 
that’s why I am taking so much of your time… But, anyway, during my research, 
I’ve always come across this question of replacing risk with trust, because people 
are taking huge risks and you have to establish either a fixed group that you always 
work with, or fear, because you know the risks and the capabilities involved… It 
seems that you are working with different groups each time for each project… I 
don’t know, maybe there is some continuity, but you seem to be favouring local 
groups and local capabilities, so how exactly… I mean it is a really important part 
of your process, this process of building trust… how do you do it… through what 
medium? Is the medium of negotiation the full scale models? You already talked 
about this quite a bit, but I would just like to take your final comments…  
AS- No, the trust is everything… It is a long relationship, everybody can… 
And it just works better… I mean full stop. It just works better… It takes less time 
when people trust each other, it takes less communication, and we… I think it also 
goes back to what we… we decided to be a design firm and we decided to be a true 
architectural practice in that we represent our client, or we represent some group… 
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And in that sense… therefore we cannot… we always have to be objective to what 
is presented to us: so the client may come with certain people, right? We have to 
be open-minded, if that’s the mechanical engineer you want to work with, then 
OK, that’s what we will do. So we’re trying to be objective in choosing the team, 
and really go through and base all these things like wanting to be: “they trust these 
people; OK, well, that’s fair enough”… And a lot of times in those local 
relationships, these people may be helping them finance it – for example this 
mechanical engineer may be willing to, in the application, also help them with 
payment… So you have to work with these things… You may not have the best 
people in the world, maybe there are better people, but somehow there’s another 
relationship that I can’t control, or I understand, so you have to… So one of the 
things with trust is assessing what everybody is capable of first; so you are not 
asking also unreasonable things with people…And vice versa… I think it is also… 
One of the things important in trust is realising what you’re capable of too…I think 
that’s also... that we’re a small office, so we’re not capable of doing certain size 
projects, that’s just a fact, so… or we’re in this context, we’re not capable of doing 
certain technologies… So, having just said that, these are very simple kind of 
contextual things, the trust comes from the most, you know, old-fashioned way; 
talking to people and listening, and sharing…  
I mean we always try to make sure the people… we bring people on the big picture 
thing first, we share the values… This is what is being expected from the project; 
the project needs to be whatever, be able to sustain for fifty years; we need to 
prioritize passive design systems; we need to make a good impact on these things; 
we need to have high security…etc. You go over all these things and make it very 
clear for everybody what the priorities are, and what the priority list is so that 
people can have some type of a decision making understanding. And then the other 
thing is just again trusting each other to some degree, and it’s mostly verbal 
communication… And it’s a lot of meeting people, a lot of, you know, being 
available when something’s wrong, or being understanding of things… But also I 
think that trust comes from sticking your ground, and really being competent and 
championing things that can be sabotaged, too. I mean it’s leadership… is also a 
big part of trust… Really being out there and being willing to put yourself out 
there as well… I mean that’s another big thing: you are advocating for these 
people, and so you… [0:34:30] and so part of the trust… I mean everybody thinks 
it’s pleasant relations, but... and I can name dozens of times that we had serious... 
battles of wills... and at the end of the day, if you are doing it because you have 
purpose... if you’re doing it because “I’m the architect, it’s my will, it’s my 
decision and f* off to anybody who doesn’t agree”, no, you’re not going to build 
people’s trust, or their respect... but if you’re doing it because you really have... 
purpose, and that purpose can be just “I want people to come here and be inspired 
by the light”, that’s not my will; that’s my advocacy that I think everybody 
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[not being 
walking through here should be inspired by the light... and if you come in, and 
want to take away my light, you’ve ruined my fundamental principle for to have 
somebody enjoy space for the next thirty years, so if it’s about the mechanical 
system, and you can’t solve it, then don’t call me until you can... or let me help 
you solve that: tell me does this cost more, does this cost less, or do my people 
burn under the skylight... I don’t know... But I think the other thing is to put it 
always in the question of “this needs to be solved”, and not “this is my way” and 
they say it’s fine... you need this, I need this, tell me how to do this... So I think 
that is leadership. I think leadership has a lot to do with it: it’s not being warm and 
fuzzy and kind to everybody I think... 
EK- So moving on to the technology part: what is your set of tools? What 
kind of instruments do you use in your design process? Which of those are 
becoming more prevalent, which are becoming redundant? Do you follow the 
latest technology? 
AS- Murat and I are both trained in a very traditional architectural education, 
before there were computers; so we know that system very well, and at the same 
time we were of the first generation of young professionals who knew computer 
aided design – and I think that’s a privilege. So we understand the benefits of tools 
better than, I’d say, the generation after us, because we can see these as tools and 
not as kind of... practices. I mean I’m kind of a little tech junkie and geek, so I’d 
say yes I follow the latest technology, cause maybe I’m a geek that way... The 
problem is just that certain tools are designed under certain assumptions – and I 
think that until you have those assumptions in your market, they often don’t make 
sense... For example Revit assumes that people make decisions with foresight, well 
people don’t make decisions with foresight in Turkey, so it doesn’t... I mean no 
matter how great of a tool it is, it doesn’t make sense here because nobody’s 
deciding those things in the schematic design... They decide them on site, and they 
decide them based on the economy of the moment, then so... Although there are 
certain things that I’d really like to move into like those systems, and we’ve been 
investigating it a lot and trying to start finding projects that make sense for it, the 
tools you choose, the process you choose, and the culture of building that you 
work with has a lot to do with it… so, that’s where I found Sketch-up to be very 
funny, like, I would have never, ever thought... you know, Sketch-up... but the 
thing’s great, really great... We are not so romanticized by tools as well, like, even 
though I wanted to do some things, like we do some kind of software development 
for some of my work on 3D mapping and like listening to the cities and stuff; at 
the same time it is the same as I feel like tools and technology and process are kind 
romanticized 
by tools] 
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of like tools and technology and construction... I think, I don’t even need to be able 
to pour concrete, or be a concrete contractor to be a good architect – to design for 
concrete; it’s coming to the same with a lot of software design... Like I’d rather 
work with mathematicians and so they can design software and I can work with 
them to figure those things out... So in that sense we are trying to stay... really take 
this kind of interesting attitude to say that architects, if they understand what their 
purpose is, can always change their tools and knowledge groups, with the focus on 
not becoming that knowledge unless we want to go into that expertise... And then 
there are things that you learn out of it... So I think that’s how we approach 
technology and tools: it’s more with purpose than having those technologies and 
tools determine what the purpose is... So we start with purpose and then we try to 
define the correct... and now that science is here – [ ] I 
feel sad that we don’t have science and technology here... The correct sciences... 
and with that the correct technologies... because you know, concrete is a science; 
it’s a chemical process and the technology to pour it is something else... OK I 
know that you are much more interested in the crafty end of the stuff, but it’s a 
thing, like, you know, it’s a science of manufacturing... if you really want to go on 
in that way, having somebody really knowledgeable on industrial design processes 
is as valuable as the tools... and if you invest too much into the tools or the 
technology, your purpose is to advance that technology as a kind of... cultural 
expression, which I respect, but we are not formalists, so we’re not so interested in 
that part of it... I think people who are more like interested in form and formalism, 
are very interested in them, because they get very much into new forms or new 
ideas about new forms through the technology, but technologies or ideas or 
materials or processes determines certain forms; so if you’re very romanced by 
form, or if you’re very interested in form itself as a kind of thing, that makes a lot 
of sense; but form for us is a consequence of the purpose or the intention of the 
project... I find a lot of people that now take the technology and tool that seems to 
work in every situation like... [Laughter] This technology and tool formworks are 
so that they work in Saharan Africa; in Istanbul they work, and in Denmark they 
work... So this form is the all encompassing solution for every single thing, and 
that to me sounds... somehow I am always very saddened by that... I think my 
main problem with formalism or people that are using tooling result in formalism... 
I think you lose the sight in that... It is a very pushed... It is a very wilful thing...  
EK-  So what’s your medium of communication within the core group? What 
is it? I am asking really specific, mundane details... 
AS- Yeah... We have very very, exhaustingly specific protocols for CAD 
management and file management system... We use mostly AutoCAD... 3D work; 
we use mostly 3D Max and Sketch-up... We keep talking about going into a BIM 
system, probably more CATIA, because we would see ourselves as doing more 
fabrication work than Revit because of again this foresight thing ... We still do a 
lot of hand drawings and scan them and we’re kind of meticulous about how we do 
the file management ... and archiving... So anyway, so we don’t have any kind of 
sophisticated information we call data systems... we talked about a lot for doing 
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schedules for example, that’s a big thing... furniture schedules or lighting 
schedules... We use Excell but somebody came and wrote us a program we can use 
and are very happy... I talked to a software engineer to help us with that... and also 
data management... we like the idea of doing a lot of prototyping, you don’t do it 
as architects, you do it as industrial designers... we want to do lots of model 
making types we’ve done like 3D printers, and building... we tried to do a lot of 
off-site manufacturing so you can assemble it better on the site... and again, 
because it’s such an obvious thing to do, we don’t... so we use a lot of CAD CAM 
systems… 
EK- Do you have an in-house model maker? 
AS- We don’t... we...// 
EK- //...you do sketch models within the office... 
AS- Yeah. We’d usually hire somebody in to do that. There’s actually a 
woman we work with a lot to do the sketch models... And then we work with a 
model maker to do our professional models. And this woman would do in house 
models project-based... we did a lot of cuts, and then we got them sent to us... It is 
actually most of our... I can show you those models... we actually have a group cut 
everything, the printing and stuff, and then they sent it and we assembled it... So 
that happens a lot... 
EK- And the final question is: what is the biggest challenge in your current 
position? 
AS- Time...  
EK- Yeah? 
AS- It really is... I have just not enough time... Because you want to keep... in 
our position, maybe it’s different in other positions but I never wanted to own my 
own firm because I wanted to be an architect... and what do we do? Like, most of 
our time is spent trying to make... to keep our communication... we need a lot more 
time to do the... we like doing design work... so I’d say our biggest problem is 
that... 
EK- Thank you so much… 
[end of Alexis Sanal 2.wav>0:46:07] 
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Date: 
Qualifications Current Position 
Area of 
Expertise 
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Melbourne,  Nov 
2007 
Architect, MA, 
Full-time 
academic 
Director of RMIT 
DRI, team leader 
SFB 
Design build 
experience + 
CAD 
on-site and office based: biannual 
site visits to SFB / one of the offices 
in university  
A
n
to
n
i 
C
am
in
al
 
Barcelona, Feb 2008 
Technical 
architect / 
Apparellador 
Technical 
architect, SFB 
Design Office 
"specialist of 
materials":  
Stone+ 
stereotomy 
on-site w frequent site visits to 
nearby quarries 
M
eh
m
et
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ü
tü
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ü
o
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Istanbul, Feb 2008 
Architect, 
MSc, part-time 
academic 
Director of his 
own firm / PT 
studio tutor 
cannot 
describe 
office based / aims to get more 
involved with the construction 
stage / long conversations and visits 
to the manufacturers 
Office size: Nine full-time 
employees + additional part-time 
employees hired on a project basis. 
B
u
rç
in
 A
lt
ın
sa
y 
Istanbul, Feb 2008 
Architect, 
MSc, 
conservation 
expert 
Local director of 
Fener-Balat 
Rehabilitation 
programme 
restoration 
and 
conservation 
mainly on-site 
with periods of 
office-based work 
Office size: Eight 
full-time 
employees 
site surveys / 
preparing shop 
drawings / 
working on 
public property 
/ relations with 
community 
H
an
 
Tü
m
er
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ki
n
 
Istanbul, Feb 2008 
Architect, 
MArch, part-
time academic 
Director of his 
own firm / PT 
studio tutor 
architectural 
design / 
spatial design 
office based 
Office size: Ten full-time employees 
+ additional part-time employees 
hired on a project basis. 
B
ru
ce
 A
lle
n
 
Melbourne, May 
2008 
Architect, 
MBA, part-
time academic 
Director of his 
own firm / PT 
studio tutor 
small boutique 
practice 
working on 
most type of 
buildings, 
teaches 
professional 
practice 
office based with frequent site and 
factory visits 
Office size: Four to five full-time 
employees + additional 
collaborators on a project-specific 
basis. 
Th
o
m
as
 D
an
ie
ll 
Melbourne, Jun 
2008 
Architect, 
MEng, Full-
time academic 
Director of his 
own firm / FT 
academic 
design 
architect / 
residential 
buildings / 
concrete / 
renovations / 
writing on 
architecture 
office based with frequent site 
visits when projects are under 
construction / office in university  
Office size: One full-time employee 
+ additional part-time employees 
hired on a project basis. 
P
au
l M
in
if
ie
 
Melbourne, Feb 
2009 
Architect, 
MArch, Full-
time academic 
Director of his 
own firm / PT 
studio tutor 
“Architects 
don’t have 
expertise”: 
direct the 
company and 
design and 
document 
buildings 
office based with "industry 
standard involvement on site" 
Office size: Seven full-time 
employees + additional 
collaborators on a project-specific 
basis. 
A
le
xi
s 
Şa
n
al
 
Istanbul, May 2011 
Architect, MSc 
(City 
Planning), 
part-time 
academic 
Director of her 
own firm  
cultural impact 
of material 
environments 
/ adding value 
office based with frequent site 
visits to make sure the information 
is communicated correctly 
Office size: A core team of four to 
six employees (all architects) + 
additional collaborators on a 
project-specific basis. 
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Current 
Practice 
Impact of Local 
Building Culture 
on Practice 
Impact of 
Practice on 
Local Building 
Culture 
Impact of practice on Design 
Approach 
M
ar
k 
B
u
rr
y 
design build 
experience / SFB / 
Aegis Hyposurface 
executive 
architect and 
researcher at 
SFB 
yes N/A 
yes: geometrical 
basis of complex 
forms 
original 
motivation for 
researching 
Gaudi (Burry 
interview p.5) 
A
n
to
n
i 
C
am
in
al
 
residential arch, 
libraries public 
spaces 
technical 
architect at 
SFB 
yes 
"un motor per 
l'arquitectura " 
yes: 
establishing 
precedents in 
terms of work 
processes 
yes: "sorpresa, 
interest, aprendre 
cada dia... Es un 
projecte al que no 
et pots 
acostumar" 
talking about 
different 
components of 
the building as 
separate 
projects 
M
eh
m
et
 
K
ü
tü
kç
ü
o
ğl
u
 
various / also 
competitions 
director of 
own firm 
yes:  economy, 
culture, habits 
yes: establishing 
precedents / 
local and wider 
scale /leading by 
example 
/breaking habits 
/reflected in cost 
some: mutual 
learning through 
dialogue 
resistance to 
change on the 
part of 
contractors 
B
u
rç
in
 A
lt
ın
sa
y 
conservation 
projects with EU and 
the World Bank 
director of 
Fener- Balat 
Rehabilitation 
Project 
yes: quality 
dependent on local 
skills / knowledge 
of traditional skills, 
using traditional 
materials / 
contractor and 
subcontractors 
have great impact 
on the success of 
the project 
yes: impact on 
the way the 
contractor 
works; larger 
impact 
remains to be 
seen 
some: technical 
rationale / 
functionality 
transfer of 
know-how to 
the local 
community is 
an aim of the 
rproject 
H
an
 T
ü
m
er
te
ki
n
 
various institutional 
and commercial 
projects 
director of 
own firm 
yes: "a balanced 
impact" / 
directed use of 
local materials, 
skills and 
construction 
techniques 
yes: establishing 
precedents / 
builders 
reassessing their 
skills from a 
different 
perspective after 
working with an 
architect 
some: dialogue 
and process 
driven approach: 
extending 
people's 
repertoire;making 
use of local 
knowledge  
use of local 
skills and 
materials as a 
necessary aim 
in some 
projects 
B
ru
ce
 A
lle
n
 
various projects 
apart from health 
facilities; affordable 
housing research 
project with the 
Ministry of State; 
urban renewal in 
China 
director of 
own firm 
yes: shortage of 
specialized skills, 
keeping to a 
fairly restricted 
range of 
materials and 
construction 
techniques 
some: injecting 
creativity / ideas 
into everyday 
practice / 
streamlining 
planning / 
advocating for 
high ceilings etc 
no: "design 
consequences of 
cost saving 
appalling" 
work in China was 
an investigation 
into the building 
industry/ where 
to find materials 
with respect to 
local logistics 
Th
o
m
as
 D
an
ie
ll 
private houses, 
renovations, small 
art galleries / urban 
competitions 
director of 
own firm 
yes: licensing / 
huge but 
invisible (*Q) 
some: very 
respectful 
relationship a 
give and take 
relationship 
that is open to 
change 
yes (renovation projects): reliance 
on a skilled team / learning to 
improvise on site / development of 
a close relationship with carpenters 
P
au
l M
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National Museum of 
Australia with ARM 
architects, small to 
medium sized 
institutional 
projects. built 
projects: VCA Centre 
for Design Ideas and 
Australian Wildlife 
Centre at Healesville 
director of 
own firm 
yes: "a fair bit": 
projects coming 
out of a "local 
conversation 
between a number 
of different 
architects over a 
number of years..." 
"part verbal and 
part through 
published... 
theoretical works, 
and part of it has 
been through the 
actual constructed 
buildings, and so in 
fairly particular 
ways, (the built 
projects 
mentioned) are 
results of that 
conversation" 
some: hard to 
measure that 
impact / 
projects cited 
in publications 
/ projects 
"acting as 
participants in 
the 
conversation" 
some: (quote from p.2) although 
not interested in an "authentic 
relationship to materials and 
processes" 
A
le
xi
s 
Şa
n
al
 worked in small to 
mid-size practices in 
the US for 6 years 
director of 
own firm 
yes: taking on 
the specificities 
of a building 
culture as a 
challenge 
  
yes: collaborative effort / favouring 
local workforce / translating design 
intent into what the builder knows 
via different means of 
communication 
  
      
  
      
C
o
lla
b
o
ra
to
rs
 
 Collaborator Profile 
Change in 
Collaborator 
Profile 
Cross-pollination 
of Skills 
Notes 
M
ar
k 
B
u
rr
y 
project specific 
yes: 
conventional 
vs 
experimental / 
collaborators 
at SFB 
evolving 
N/A 
Aegis Hyposurface: "practice collaboration / forming 
teams around an (experimental) project: engineers / 
fabricators/quantity surveyors 
A
n
to
n
i 
C
am
in
al
 
architects, 
engineers, 
manufacturers, 
machinery makers 
yes: "those 
who cannot 
adapt cannot 
work at the 
SFB" 
yes: it is the aim / stonemason extending his repertoire / SFB definitely 
influences the way Barbany works on his other projects  
M
eh
m
et
 
K
ü
tü
kç
ü
o
ğl
u
 
project specific / 
aiming to start with 
engineers 
yes: based on 
proficiency 
and logical use 
of 
technologies 
yes: dependent 
on the 
collaborator 
collaboration as research 
B
u
rç
in
 
A
lt
ın
sa
y Ministry of Culture, 
Universities, 
Contractors+teams, 
local builders* 
yes: attitude 
change  / 
consciousness 
about 
conservation 
yes: material use /impact on civil 
engineers' practice: more 
sensitive towards the pervasive 
use of RC / emergence of hybrid 
techniques like carbon fibers 
*decided as a requirement for the 
Fener-Balat project for the local 
accumulation of knowledge 
H
an
 T
ü
m
er
te
ki
n
 
engineers, local 
contractors,technical 
consultants, 
customer 
representatives, 
furniture designers 
yes: bigger 
projects, 
bigger 
contractor 
organizations, 
leading to loss 
of specificity 
yes: it is the aim / builders extending their repertoire through 
collaboration / (one-way transfer) 
B
ru
ce
 A
lle
n
 
project specific: 
structural engineers, 
hydraulic engineers, 
quantity surveyors, 
preferred builders 
yes: 
consultant 
teams 
outgrowing 
the firm (small 
size) 
no: greater 
degree of 
specialization / 
builder teams 
resistant to 
change 
favouring certain teams of collaborators, establishing 
a working relationship over time 
Th
o
m
as
 
D
an
ie
ll 
lighting engineers, 
carpenters 
no: same 
builder as in 
his first 
project in 
Japan 
no: everyone specializes and respects each other's territory, while being 
open to dialogue 
P
au
l M
in
if
ie
 
"not collaborators / 
consultants": 
standard set: 
structural, 
mechanical, 
electrical, cost, 
building surveyor, 
various professional 
engineering 
companies : within 
the office a fairly 
horizontal structure 
no: not really, 
apart from 
personnel 
change 
no: 
"specialization 
in an architect's 
office does not 
make sense until 
the office gets 
quite large" 
contractual relationships / a natural disconcert: 
"asking an engineer to do something outside (of the 
industry standard) , no we don't do that, it's not 
really my scope of work." 
A
le
xi
s 
Şa
n
al
 
small core team + 
knowledge group: 
designers and user 
investment group: 
users, contractors + 
graphics, interior 
design, industrial 
design, developers, 
mathematicians, 
software designers, 
landscape architects 
yes: more 
sophisticated 
design teams, 
convincing 
clients to 
invest in 
landscape 
design, retail 
consultancy, 
environmental 
engineering, 
façade 
designers 
yes: listening  / improving each other's knowledge by setting challenges 
/ integrating specialist software from a technical consultant like lighting 
software 
 
 
 
 
 M
at
e
ri
al
s 
 Selection of 
Materials 
Structural 
Concerns 
Local Availability 
Symbolic 
Aspects 
Longevity 
Evolution of 
Material 
Choices 
M
ar
k 
B
u
rr
y 
collaborative 
discussion 
yes yes and no 
colour and 
quality / 
finishing 
N/A 
yes CAF - 
fragility / 
seismic 
regulations  
A
n
to
n
i 
C
am
in
al
 
artificial and natural 
stone: 25 different 
stone types are used 
in SFB 
yes and no 
(concrete 
structure) 
yes in Gaudi's 
time, not now: 
stone coming 
from China, Iran, 
Italy, Argentina 
yes: especially 
porphyry 
yes 
yes: more 
stone types / 
evolution of 
material 
strength and 
performance 
M
eh
m
et
 
K
ü
tü
kç
ü
o
ğl
u
 
conceptual 
continuity 
yes: 
performative 
no: practicality 
more important 
on-site 
observation 
not enough on-
site experience 
some: cost / 
procurement 
difficulties / 
lack of skills 
B
u
rç
in
 
A
lt
ın
sa
y 
originality / material 
analysis and 
understanding 
yes no   
stone 
construction 
backward due to 
lack of demand 
yes: but the 
margin of 
change is small 
/ cost skills are 
also factors 
H
an
 T
ü
m
er
te
ki
n
 
transmateriality     
yes: according 
to the process 
and needs of 
the specific 
project 
  
yes: agility and 
maneouvring 
according to 
the necessities 
of the process : 
budget 
constraints / 
constructability 
B
ru
ce
 A
lle
n
 
contribution to 
design / a palette of 
materials 
yes: testing 
and seeing on 
locations 
before using a 
new material 
yes: preference 
for local stone / 
feedback from 
the guys on site 
rather than 
material 
catalogues 
    
not so much: 
amendments 
where 
necessary 
Th
o
m
as
 D
an
ie
ll 
impact of client's 
wishes / material 
honesty / preference 
for certain materials 
    
concrete 
within a 
culture of 
wood / skilled 
carpenters / 
material 
expectations 
  
no: advance 
specification 
with minor 
changes 
P
au
l M
in
if
ie
 
cost / aesthetic or 
conceptual concerns 
/ against full 
materialisation or 
authenticity 
  yes 
against a 
discourse of 
authenticity 
around 
materials and 
craftsmanship 
  
some: within 
constraints of 
contracts  
A
le
xi
s 
Şa
n
al
 
comfort / 
sequencing the 
experience / 
innovation: leading 
the industry 
yes 
yes: especially 
important to 
prioritize local 
materials and 
local labour 
yes: 
contributing 
to the local 
material 
history 
yes: important for 
contribution to 
communities 
yes: agility 
dependent on 
collaborative 
effort, 
observation, 
reassesment, 
action "making 
failures 
succesful" 
 
P
ro
ce
ss
 
 Construction Sites Sites of 
conservation 
Sites of 
invention 
Transferability 
of Skills 
Evolution of Construction Sites 
M
ar
k 
B
u
rr
y 
active engagement 
yes: SFB as a 
place of 
apprenticeship 
yes 
/subcontractors 
inventing new 
ways of 
producing stone 
(p. 12) 
yes 
yes: from on-site  to off-site 
production of stone elements 
A
n
to
n
i 
C
am
in
al
 
active engagement 
yes: SFB as a 
second 
background 
yes  
/ he ransformed 
a diamond saw 
designed to cut 
marble to cut 
granite 
yes 
yes: from introvert to extrovert: 
dissemination of ideas through 
collaboration 
M
eh
m
et
 
K
ü
tü
kç
ü
o
ğl
u
 
limited engagement 
 / but recognizes its 
design potential 
some: 
sustainability 
of project site 
yes  
/ site of 
innovation 
not enough 
on-site 
experience / 
empathy  / 
willingness to 
take risks 
yes: more disciplines involved / 
better equipped teams 
B
u
rç
in
 A
lt
ın
sa
y 
active engagement 
yes: sites of 
learning / 
reviving 
forgotten skills 
by creating 
the demand 
for them 
no  
/ since the 
subject is 
conservation 
innovation can 
only be 
retrospective, in 
terms of 
reviving old 
skills 
yes: in case of 
informed 
clients keeping 
up the 
demand / 
great potential 
for using the 
principles of 
old buildings 
yes: slow change towards more 
sensitive contractors and builders / 
builders solely trained on site do 
not understand the logic behind  
H
an
 
Tü
m
er
te
ki
n
 
project based 
engagement 
N/A 
no  
/ discovery 
versus invention 
yes N/A 
B
ru
ce
 A
lle
n
 
active engagement 
some: 
apprenticeship 
on site 
necessary to 
combat 
deskilling 
some  
/ subject to time 
and money 
constraints 
yes: learning 
from 
tradespeople / 
"an evolving 
situation" 
yes: health and safety regulations / 
simplification of old methods of 
construction / simple laser 
measuring device making a huge 
impact / also negative changes like 
deskilling in painting, bricklaying 
Th
o
m
as
 D
an
ie
ll 
active engagement/ 
supervision very 
important 
N/A 
some / 
experimentation 
with new 
materials / 
regulatory 
changes 
some: 
carpenters 
making a 
come back 
thanks to 
changed 
regulations 
yes and no: not in his experience: 
but definitely change in Japan 
P
au
l M
in
if
ie
 
limited engagement N/A 
very little / 
some resolution 
on site / some 
opportunities, 
but generally 
dealing with 
mistakes 
yes: 
establishing 
precedents 
and convincing 
subcontractors 
yes and no: dynamics of innovation 
interesting: in terms of cost saving 
but also a huge concern around it 
A
le
xi
s 
Şa
n
al
 
active engagement / 
"good listeners on 
site" / locus of 
polysensorial 
interaction 
(nurturing 
local 
workforce) 
yes: 
 skills gained in 
previous 
projects are 
cumulative, 
leading to a 
more assured 
inventiveness 
yes: learning 
from each 
project in 
different ways 
N/A 
 
Te
ch
n
o
lo
gy
 
 Set of Tools Prevalent 
Instruments 
Obsolete 
Instruments 
Relation to state-of-the art technology 
Notes 
M
ar
k 
B
u
rr
y 
flexible modelling / 
texts 
CAD / CAM / 
Parametric 
modelling 
hand drawings integrated use of manufacturing technologies 
A
n
to
n
i 
C
am
in
al
 
site visits / CAD / 
texts 
CAD / CAM  
/CNC /  
geometry  
hand drawings 
in 1:1 scale 
integrated use of manufacturing technologies 
M
eh
m
et
 
K
ü
tü
kç
ü
o
ğl
u
 
Mixed-media: Digital 
cameras, digital 
surveying 
equipment, GSM 
systems 
CAD / 
sketching / 
model making 
technical 
drawings done 
by hand 
continued software use / interest in new design and 
drafting software 
danger of technological determinism 
playing with tools 
B
u
rç
in
 
A
lt
ın
sa
y hand sketches / 
texts: reports / 
digital surveying 
tools / rectified 
photography 
template 
drawings, 
silicon moulds 
  
interest in structural modelling software 
some tools not work in a local context: rectified 
photography software not efficient in the roads in 
the historical peninsula 
H
an
 
Tü
m
er
te
ki
n
 
dialogue: face to 
face conversations / 
software of 
secondary 
importance 
    
prioritising people using the software / setting aside 
funding for updates 
B
ru
ce
 A
lle
n
 changes across the 
office: he does 
freehand drawings / 
pen/ yellow trace 
and computer for 
correspondence  
CAD / usual 
programs for 
small offices / 
1/50 to 1/100 
simple 
cardboard 
models 
shadow 
projections / 
hand-set 
perspectives 
always interested, "taking close interest on building 
sites"; following publications; talking to builders: 
"they are always interested in what's happening" 
models convey the message really well to the lay 
person 
Th
o
m
as
 
D
an
ie
ll pencils and pen / 
rendering by 
computer (Illustrator 
and Photoshop) 
CAD drawings, 
sketches, 
physical 
models 
  
would like to follow, but more interested in "archaic, 
hands-on stuff1 
P
au
l M
in
if
ie
 
books, internet, 
research, 
precedents, hand 
sketches, tracing 
paper, pens 
CAD / 3D 
modelling / 
renders / 
scripting 
not many 
obsolete, new 
tools get added 
to the old set: 
digitising tablets 
obsolete 
keeping on top of what's available / against 
retraining the entire office "to follow every CAD 
paradigm" 
A
le
xi
s 
Şa
n
al
 
drawings, papers, 
models, verbal, 
mock-ups, meetings, 
listening 
hand sketches, detail models, 
CAD, esp Sketch-up, CAM, 
“anything to enable a 
participatory process” / 3D Max, 
prototyping 
  
keeping on top, but not being romanticized by tools / 
planning to venture into BIM, CATIA, exhaustingly 
specific protocols for CAD management 
  
Fu
rt
h
er
 C
o
m
m
en
ts
 
 Biggest Challenge Related Concepts 
M
ar
k 
B
u
rr
y 
Evolution of Gaudi's codex in relation to the new 
manufacturing technologies   
[Reverse engineering] / Tools [Translation] / 
Technological: Design development 
A
n
to
n
i 
C
am
in
al
 
Teamwork 
[Collaboration] /  
Procedural: Design development 
M
eh
m
et
 
K
ü
tü
kç
ü
o
ğl
u
 
Establishing meaningful relationships with tools / 
breaking free from mannerisms /developing a  technical 
rationale free from fads and fashions 
Tools [Translation] / 
Technological: Design development 
B
u
rç
in
 
A
lt
ın
sa
y Knowledge transfer: general lack of consciousness about 
the necessity of conservation efforts / lack of adequate 
regulation undermining their efforts and obstructs 
accumulation of knowledge by providing the line of least 
resistance 
Knowledge transfer [Transferability of skills] / 
[Knowledge ecology] 
Institutional: Long term impact / Sustainability 
H
an
 
Tü
m
er
te
ki
n
 
Optimal office size: growing pains: how to keep the office 
in its present size and execute bigger projects 
Practice characteristics / Office Size / [Collaboration] 
Managerial: Strategic development 
B
ru
ce
 
A
lle
n
 Remaining interested in improvement, in producing 
works of excellence ; maintaining design integrity  / 
architecture as a commodity, "it's a challenge to make 
sure that it doesn't ruin cities, ruin the quality of design" 
Design integrity / Office Mission /Excellence in design 
Procedural: Long term impact / Sustainability  
Th
o
m
as
 
D
an
ie
ll 
Getting the next job, communicating with people 
Practice future / Getting commissions / 
[Communication] 
Managerial: Strategic development 
P
au
l 
M
in
if
ie
 
Managing information: increasing complexity of buildings 
and contractual processes 
[Translation] /[Communication] / Contractual  
processes 
Procedural: Strategic + design development   
A
le
xi
s 
Şa
n
al
 
Managing time: a collaborative process takes a lot of time 
[Collaboration] / Time management 
Procedural: Strategic + design development   
 
:  
Figure 63. Article from a local newspaper, AD Haagsche Courant, about the residency, photo showing 
Elif Kendir, Hayim Beraha, Sinan Ilhan and Ceren Balkır Övünç from left to right, 3 February 2007. 
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Figure 64. Axonometric drawing of the wall prepared by Ceren Balkır Övünç, in between two pages 
from author's logbook, 2007.  
Figure 65. Spreadsheet prepared by Hayim Beraha showing the size and thickness of available stones, 
with photos of stones marked according to thickness, Ypenburg, The Hague, 2007. 
Colour-coding and 
classification before 
Figure 66. Scenes from the construction of the slate wall: Top photo showing Hayim Beraha (on the 
left) and Sinan Ilhan constructing the wall, bottom photo showing (from left to right) Sebastiaan 
Veldhuisen, Ceren Balkir and Hayim Beraha having a break at the background, Ypenburg, The Hague, 
2007.  
:  
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